Focus on Restaurants

Don't Look Now But that Train Rushing Towards You Is a New Denver Restaurant

A New York Office Underground So Airy and Bright Only Its Elevation Is a Mystery

All Design Firms Must Die? A No Holds Barred Look at Firm Ownership Transition

The Messy, Inconvenient, Yet Totally Logical World of Phased Interior Construction
Architecture is more than an occupation to Diane LaBelle. It is a tool to add structure and purpose to young lives. The Archi-Kids program she directed for the Pittsburgh schools ignited the imagination of hard-to-reach kids, teaching them style and design, giving them pride in neighborhood architecture around them. Now, she’s forging a similar program in her hometown of Bethlehem, PA. [As we strive to be an inspiration to designers, we salute some of those designers who have been an inspiration to us.]

DIANE LABELLE, AIA

MOMENTUM
TEXTILES
A MOVING SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
Only a few contract interiors can capture industry's hottest design award. This is one of them. Monsanto is proud to present its 1996 DDA Award to Wing Chau, Walt Disney Imagery Burbank, CA in association with Martin and Ivonne Dorf and the team Associates Interior Design NYC, for whimsical shapes and the paint splash pattern of Mickey’s Buffet at Walt Disney World, FL. Winning design team (left to right): Michael Pandolfi, Ivonne Dorf and Martin Dorf.

Select carpet with Monsanto Ultron® nylon turn up the era of performance. Ultron® VIP nylon for your next project and crystallize an award-winning vision of your own.

THE RIGHT CARPET MAKES IT HAPPEN.

Winning design team (left to right): Michael Pandolfi, Ivonne Dorf and Martin Dorf.

Monsanto Contract Fibers, 320 Interstate North Pkwy., Atlanta, GA 30339
1-800-543-5377 or 1-770-951-7600
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Cover Photo: Lighting fixture at Hospital for Special Surgery, New York, N.Y., designed by Jack Gordon Architects. Photograph by Peter Paige.
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There's something new from the makers of Crypton®, the high performance upholstery fabric that fights off moisture, stains and bacteria like no other fabric on the market.

Crypton® has added a new dimension; elegance. This sensational fabric is now available in a brilliant series of exciting new patterns, plus a working palette of 80 radiant colors developed exclusively for Crypton®.

For your packet of new design and color information call 1-800-CRYPTON

CRYPTON®
SUPER FABRIC
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Davis Furniture Industries, Inc. High Point, NC 910 889 2009
The creative struggle is never easy. It's amorphous by nature. To achieve excellence, you must unlock the inner mind. And that comes from inspiration.

Perhaps it's the way a certain color reacts to the light. Or a certain texture feels against the skin. It's these sensory influences that transform the design process into something lasting and meaningful. What you are about to see will energize you in ways you never imagined. It will excite you. Challenge you.

Urge you to break free of convention. To think outside the box...

Something new is coming Spring 1997. For a preview, call 800.433.3222. Circle 5 on reader service card
EDITORIAL

Can Design Learn from—Gasp!—Fashion?

Do you know someone not in interior design who can name a living architect or interior designer as talented as the rising stars of fashion identified by Vogue last year? For the record, the doyenne of the rag trade cited Domenico Dolce, Tom Ford, Stefano Gabbana, John Galliano, Marc Jacobs, Michael Kors, Helmut Lang and Isaac Mizrahi as likely to take their places beside their mentors, Giorgio Armani, Calvin Klein and Karl Lagerfeld. But think twice about posing this question in public. The fashion world has both obvious and less-than-obvious reasons for commanding the public’s attention in ways the design community hasn’t known since Frank Lloyd Wright died in 1959. What does it mean when the man or woman on the street hears the word “designer,” and is more likely to respond with “Pierre Cardin” or “Tommy Hilfiger” than “Michael Graves” or “Philippe Starck”?

The contestants are unfairly matched, you argue. True, we choose our own. mass produced clothes whereas others usually select our singular spaces for us. Because the public has freedom of choice in apparel, the fashion industry can afford to finance marketing and advertising campaigns to contact, understand and persuade consumers. The outreach is clearly reciprocated, because the buying public recognizes couturiers. The absence of the wherewithal if not the desire among interior designers to reach the public shows up just as plainly in lack of public recognition or media interest.

So you still want to dismiss the experience of the fashion industry? Look at how it cultivates broader markets for its products and services to bring cachet to consumers who can’t afford the luxury they crave, such as Yves Saint Laurent lipstick for someone who could never buy his apparel. The challenge in interior design is similar. If the market wants less than our full services, such as project management, zoning studies or furniture inventories, can’t we provide less? “Owners’ reps,” “program managers,” management consultants and others are already doing this for us.

Is it possible to simultaneously serve more than one market? Again, the fashion industry sets an intriguing example. Donna Karan, for instance, introduces younger, less affluent customers to her couture through the more affordable DKNY “bridge” line. Architects and interior designers should be familiar with this situation. Every project they win is not a potential prize winner, and those of humble origin are often more profitable. Why turn away these bread-and-butter jobs while awaiting those of a lifetime?

Architects and interior designers should also take heart from the design industry’s feverish search for new ways, people and places to apply its talents. Is there something unprofessional about doing business globally, traveling for inspiration, licensing designs, learning from competitors or working with vendors and customers to launch new opportunities? Ralph Lauren has ventured into perfume, fashion accessories and home furnishings without losing sales for his vastly proper clothing. Does the design community think less of Ettore Sottsass because he dabbles in tea kettles?

Finally, the design community can take a lesson from the fashion industry’s recent meltdown when it failed to pay attention to the keys to its success: its clients, in the broadest sense, and its craft, a blend of art and commerce. When fashion dictated that women should dress as preadolescent waifs, women revolted with their feet—and fashion’s rising stars didn’t forget. As Michael Kors told Vogue, “There’s this idea that after the fashion show the designer is cosseted away in some divine house in Marrakech. But nooo. It’s like, hello, I’m in a production fitting.” No matter what the design community thinks of Frank Lloyd Wright today, he never lost sight of how the public perceived design, or how to use ancient myths and modern technology to capture public interest. Can you imagine millions of Americans watching a living architect or interior designer chatting on network TV with Katie Couric the way Wright did with Mike Wallace? What’s holding us back?

Roger Yee
Editor-in-Chief

Roger Yee
ACCENTS FOR THE WORLD OF ROOMS.

Wherever the need: whatever the purpose – ¡Hola! This extraordinary new chair from Kusch + Co. imparts an individual accent to virtually any environment. ¡Hola! is light, elegant and compact. As a side chair or armchair, ¡Hola! makes a graceful statement with comfort and style. ¡Hola! stacks and gangs, too. The frame can be chromed or powder coated and the plastic shell is available in variety of colors. Specify Kusch + Co. upholstery or select your favorite COM. Designed by Jorge Pensi, ¡Hola! uses the latest technology and materials to create a chair for the 21st Century!

Partners & Thompson, Inc., 175 A East 2nd Street, Huntington Station NY 11746, phone 516-271-6100, fax 516-271-0817.
The History of a Nation

Mashantucket, Conn.- On June 1, 1998, the Mashantucket Pequot tribe will open one of the country's most innovative institutions devoted to American Indian histories and cultures. The Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center will combine permanent exhibits relating the story of the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation with research facilities that will serve as a resource for American Indian tribes, scholars, students and the general public.

The institution will be located on the tribal reservation in Mashantucket, Connecticut, seven miles from Mystic. The building will house 85,000-sq. ft. of permanent exhibits that relate the Mashantucket Pequot tribe's story through different media: a 5,000-sq. ft. gallery space designed for special temporary exhibits on the art, history and culture of Native America; and a 420-seat auditorium for lectures, symposia and performances of Indian dance, music, storytelling and poetry. Research facilities will include a research library of 150,000 volumes, at capacity, focused on American Indian histories and cultures, a children's library, print and electronic archives and special collections of American Indian materials.

The museum and research center is designed by Polshek and Partners, Architects, New York City. In developing plans for the building, the architects sought to create a structure that would serve as a visual, spatial, and textural link to the cultural heritage of the tribe, while at the same time reinforcing the narrative of the permanent exhibits and unifying itself with the site. The museum and research center is located on a north-facing slope amidst a wooded swamp sacred to the Pequots. "We were moved by the character of the site chosen by the tribe and worked to make the outside environment part of the experience of being inside the building," says James Polshek. "Land has always been at the core of the Pequot identity and their close relationship to the land and the sea over thousands of years inspired us in our design," he adds.

Lighten Up!

Rosslyn, Va.- Employers lose $3 billion per year in pain-induced absenteeism, a recent Louis Harris & Associates survey report states, and according to the National Lighting Bureau (NLB), much of this absenteeism may be due to lighting that is no longer suited to the tasks employees perform and/or to the employees themselves.

Richard V. Morse, NLB chairman, said that a number of Bureau case histories indicate "A direct link between poor lighting and eyestrain, headaches and similar pain-causing problems." Mr. Morse said that, in typical situations, tiny muscles that cause eyes to adapt to glare and similar illumination problems can become strained when they remain tense day after day. Workers who adjust their angle of view to avoid such problems can strain their neck and/or back muscles.

Morse notes that inadequate lighting exists for several reasons. One is changed tasks and/or workers (older workers generally need more and better quality lighting to compensate for age-related ocular changes). One of the most common of these changes, he said, is the switch from paper-based tasks to computer-based tasks. He commented, "The massive productivity losses associated with inadequate lighting several years ago occurred principally because many people assumed that 'light is light.' This is not the case at all. Paper-based tasks typically require workers to look down toward the work surface at matte-finished white sheets on which black characters were printed. By contrast, computer-based tasks required workers to look straight ahead into a somewhat specular or mirror-like screen with comparatively poor contrast with characters that are, typically, not nearly as sharply defined as those on a sheet of paper. The type of lighting needed for 'white paper tasks' is far different from that needed to provide good visibility to computer tasks."

For more information about the National Lighting Bureau and a free directory of its publications, write to the organization's publications department at 8811 Colesville Road, Ste. G106, Silver Spring, Md., 20910, or call at (301) 587-9572.

Steelcase Still Leader, For Now

Grand Rapids, Mich.- According to results of the most recent Office Trends survey, Steelcase continues to be perceived as the overall leader in the office furniture industry, though not by the overwhelming margin it once enjoyed.

The semiannual Office Trends study has been tracking developments in the industry since 1987 by surveying hundreds of contract furniture dealers, interior designers, and facility managers from both small and large companies. The survey, conducted by Kennedy Research, a division of Wirthlin Worldwide, based in McLean, Va., contains a section where panelists are asked to identify the leading companies in 12 product and service categories: fabric/laminate trim selection, durability, functional features, dealer service, responsiveness to special needs/custom items, sales reps, innovations, installation, ease of assembly, design assistance, delivery, and ease of doing business with.

Twelve categories times four groups of panelists equals 48 chances to rank number one. In the fall '96 survey, Steelcase ranked first 28 times—a strong showing, though not as dominating as last year, when it ranked first 41 times, or the year before, when it earned 43 first place nods. In those categories in which Steelcase didn't rank number one, the winners were either Herman Miller, which ranked or tied for first 16 times, or Knoll, which ranked or tied for first five times. In recent years, Steelcase so dominated this section of the survey that it was difficult to find any category in which the company didn't rank first among all four groups of panelists. This year, Steelcase swept just one category—product durability. The survey also found that the other highly regarded manufacturers are Haworth, Kimball, Allsteel and HON.

Commissions & Awards

JMA Architecture Studios, Las Vegas, Nev., has been selected to design the new $3.2 million headquarters of the Nevada Dance Theatre which will be located in the Summerlin area of Las Vegas, Nev.

Tucci Segrete & Rosen Consultants, Inc., New York, has been selected to provide merchandise planning services for a new 40,000-sq. ft. Barley's department store in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

The Dallas office of RTKL Associates Inc. is designing Southside Works, a 63-acre, mixed-use redevelopment project located in Pittsburgh.

Chicago-based Holabird & Root, in association with Environmental Systems Design and Pepper Construction Company, has been selected for the renovation of the International House of Chicago.

Painted birch bark canoe model with wax and cloth figures and equipment, probably made in southern Quebec or northern New England late 18th or early 19th century (6′9). Collections of Mashantucket Pequot Museum and Research Center. Photo credit: Allen Phillips, Mashantucket Pequot Museum.
Mancini Duffy, New York, has announced the following commissions: 450,000-sq. ft. of office space at 60 Broadway Street in New York City for the State of New York; 75,000-sq. ft. headquarters in London, England for Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, in association with Marshall Cummings Marsh; 50,000-sq. ft. New York City headquarters relocation for Mitsui Trust & Banking Company, Ltd.; 30,000-sq. ft. New York City installation for Banco Bilbao Vizcaya; and two installations for BDO-Sidman in New York City and Long Island, N.Y.

Seattle University has selected the team of Olson Sundberg Architects, Seattle, and Yoel Gubbe Hall Architecture, Portland, Ore., to design the university's new school of law.

SIGAL Construction Corporation, Washington D.C., has been awarded the 200,000-sq. ft. renovation of the Embassy of Australia in Washington D.C.

Forbo Industries Inc. has announced a Desk Top international design contest to make designers and architects more knowledgeable about Desk Top linoleum. It is open to young professional architects/designers and student designers up to a maximum age of 40. For an entry form and contest details, contact T. Lenkos at (416) 661-2351. Entries must be received by April 15, 1997.

The Heron asymmetric task light, designed by Isao Hosoe for Luxo Corporation, Port Chester, N.Y., has won the "Good Design" award from the Chicago Museum of Architecture and Design, known as The Chicago Athenaeum.

Forbo Industries Inc. has announced a Desk Top international design contest to make designers and architects more knowledgeable about Desk Top linoleum. It is open to young professional architects/designers and student designers up to a maximum age of 40. For an entry form and contest details, contact T. Lenkos at (416) 661-2351. Entries must be received by April 15, 1997.

The Heron asymmetric task light, designed by Isao Hosoe for Luxo Corporation, Port Chester, N.Y., has won the "Good Design" award from the Chicago Museum of Architecture and Design, known as The Chicago Athenaeum.

The Princeton University Computer Science Building (above), designed by R.M. Kliment & Frances Halsband Architects, received a 1994 Honor Award from the AIA.

TRENDS

SOM/Interiors, Washington, D.C., has been awarded the following commissions: LCI International, Inc.’s new corporate headquarters in Arlington, Va., along with the full interiors package; The Recording Industry Association of America’s Washington D.C. headquarters; the programming, strategic facility analysis, site selection, and full interior design services for Bond, Schoeneck & King, an 80,000-sq. ft. law firm headquartered in Syracuse, N.Y.

People in the News

Interprise, Chicago, has promoted Stacy Lamb to director of design for the firm’s interior planning and design group.

Gary D. Maule has joined the Washington office of RTKL Associates Inc. as senior urban planner.

Maurice W. Wasserman and Charles P. Alexander have joined Kapell and Kostow Architects PC, New York, as partner and project executive, respectively.

Gretchen Coss, director of graphics at Gensler, Los Angeles, will serve as president for The Society for Environmental Graphic Design from January 1, 1997 to December 31, 1998.

Lieje H. Smith, NCIDQ, has joined Rosser International, Atlanta, as the director of interior design.

Phil Hubbard, AIA, has been promoted to vice president/director of operations for The Van Summern Group, Stamford, Conn. Also joining the firm as vice president and director of design is Robert Allen, AIA.

The Phillips Janson Group Architects, PC., New York, has promoted Michel-Claude Fiechter to principal and JJ Falk to senior associate, director of design.

RMW Architecture + Design, San Francisco, has elected Robin A. McDonald, AIA, and Alan Kawasaki, AIA, as principals of the firm.

John “Jack” Whitney has rejoined CUH2A, Princeton, N.J., as a principal of the firm, while Jon S. Tomson and Jeffrey T. Dayton, AIA, have been promoted to principal.

James R. Fair, AIA, senior vice president of Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc. (HOK), has relocated to Atlanta as senior design principal of HOK’s Atlanta office.

Charles Dilworth has been promoted to principal at Studios Architecture, San Francisco. The following have been promoted to associate principal: Cathy Barrett, Leif Glimset, Jerry Griffin, San Francisco office; Guy Martin, Mitchell Smith, Yves Springuel, Washington, D.C. office.

Lees, Greensboro, N.C., has appointed Alex Jauregui to vice president/general manager-international of Lees, A Division of Burlington Industries, Inc.

Susanne Churchill, AIA, RIBA, an associate partner of the firm, has relocated to SOM/Interiors in Washington after nine years in SOM’s London office.

Bob Black has been named vice president of marketing and Mark Greiner has been named chief information officer for Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
TRENDS

The Schemmer Associates Inc., headquartered in Omaha, Neb., has established a regional office in Lincoln, Neb. Duane S. Eitell, PE, has been appointed operations vice president and principal of the Lincoln office.


The Gettys Group, Inc.'s Web site at http://www.gettys.com, provides an information center and bulletin board to hospitality industry professionals.

TEXTILE SOLUTIONS

Q. “When a designer specifies fabrics for contract applications, are some fibers more appropriate than others for specific end-uses?”

A. Naturally color, style and price are important considerations when you’re specifying fabrics for contract applications. However you must also consider fiber content. Every fiber has inherent performance characteristics. Once that fiber is woven into a fabric, its characteristics are transferred to the fabric itself. Below is an overview of some of the most widely used fibers in contract textiles today. You should note that this does not take into account fiber blends, yarn types, weave structures and fabric protection and treatments, each of which can affect the performance of the fabric.

Polyester: Dimensionally stable, resilient, and durable, polyester is often used in high traffic and high humidity areas. Its resistance to sagging makes it popular for panel fabrics. An inherent flame retardant variant is available, an important attribute in some contract specifications. Health care cubicle curtains are often woven with specific FR polyester fibers.

Cotton: Cotton easily absorbs dye-stuffs and finishes and exhibits low-static qualities. It is frequently used in tapestry fabrics for hospitality and corporate lounge applications.

Wool: Wool displays many of the same qualities as cotton, and has an excellent hand. It is durable, abrasion resistant, naturally self-wicking and exhibits self-extinguishing properties as well. Generally higher in price, wool is often used in high-end upholstery fabrics.

Nylon: Extremely flexible, nylon is another popular fiber used in contract textiles. One of its greatest attributes is its high resistance to abrasion, allowing it to perform well under extreme use. Consequently, nylon is often found in heavy duty upholstery fabrics. Since nylon reacts to moisture, high content nylon fabrics are not recommended for panel use.

Olefin: An increasingly popular fiber in the contract marketplace, olefin is also durable and has easy care/cleaning characteristics. Because olefin is solution-dyed, it is excellent for colorfastness. An inexpensive fiber with high performance, olefin is often used for wallcovering and value-oriented upholstery fabric.

When in doubt, see the ACT Textile Performance Guidelines for details on how a fabric will perform under certain conditions.

Submit questions to:
Textile Solutions
c/o Contract Design magazine
1 Penn Plaza, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10119-1198

Textile Solutions is made possible by:
DesignTex Inc. and DuPont
Teflon® fabric protector are often specified for use in hospitality applications.

Amagansett (rayon and polyester) and Tanglewood (nylon and olefin) upholstery fabrics from DesignTex with DuPont Teflon® fabric protector are often specified for use in hospitality applications.
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clements, Inc., Goldsboro, N.C., combined to establish a full service firm, DiClemente Siegel Design Inc., based in Southfield.
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Calendar of Events

April 1-2: Fifth Annual Canadian Facility Management & Design Expo and Conference, Sheraton Centre, Toronto, Canada; Contact FM Events Ltd. at (416) 447-3417.

April 1-3: National Ergonomics Exposition and Conference, Rosemont (Il) Convention Center; Contact Sandi Eberhard at (212) 486-6186.


April 2-4: Desert Design Market & Conference, Phoenix Civic Plaza, Phoenix, Ariz.; For more information call (800) 995-1295.

April 2-6: International Window Fashion Design Exposition & Conference, Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta; call Window Fashions magazine at (612) 293-1544.

April 7: "Part One—Light It and Write It Off," Designers Lighting Forum of Los Angeles, Pasadena, Calif.; Contact Barbara Hirsch at (310) 476-9200.

April 7-8: Lamp & Lighting Seminar for ESCOs, Philips Lighting Center, Somerset, N.J.; Contact Rochelle Steinhaus, (212) 448-4359.

April 8: "Head On With The Issues," Illinois Chapter/IIDA seminar; William Sims, Ph.D., CFM/speaker; Merchandise Mart Conference Center, Chicago; contact IIDA at (312) 372-0080.

April 9-13: The Ceilings & Interior Systems Construction Association's 47th annual international convention and exhibition, Hyatt New Orleans, New Orleans; For more information call CISCA at (630) 584-1919.

Business Briefs

Chuck Levine has been selected to head DuPont & O'Neil Associates' new healthcare division located at 1301 SW 70 Terrace in Plantation, Fla.

Crossley Carpet Mills Limited of Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada, has become the first carpet mill in Canada to be certified ISO 9002.

Fixtures, a Jami Company, Kansas City, Mo., and Textus Group, New York, have collaborated to bring to market an alliance program which provides specifiers the flexibility of COM (Customer's Own Material) textiles with the ease of ordering a standard fabric on Fixtures seating.

Packer & Associates, New York, has been chosen to represent Arcadia, La Palma, California, in metropolitan New York City, northern New Jersey and southern Connecticut.

Shelby Williams, Morristown, Tenn., has expanded its South Florida office to handle the overall marketing and sales efforts for Central and South America, along with various sales partners in targeted countries.

Lance Brown, AIA, has started a new architectural practice in Costa Mesa, California called Enter-Arc, Inc. Mr. Brown was formerly a partner at EBTA/Architects in Irvine, California.

Richard L. Embers, AIA, has joined Wilson Johnson Associates, Kansas City, Kansas, as a participating principal.

RTKL, has announced the following changes: Jerry Quebe and Jim Allen, senior vice presidents, will co-direct a Chicago office; Kenneth V. Morland CPA, has been named chief financial officer and senior vice president; Joy Clark, Kurt Hagedorn, Kim Heartwell, Robert W. Johnson, Stephen A. Leonardt, James Kent Murray, Ray Pelouquin, R. James Pett, Katie Sprague, Goodluck Tembunkari and Richard Yuan have been named vice presidents.

In FCRH Design Worldwide's Cincinnati office, employees James Laizeri, Steve McGowan, Beth Neroni and Cynthia Walker were promoted from director to vice president, while Joan Donnelly, Barbara Fabling, Tom Horwitz and Paul Lechleiter were promoted from vice president to senior vice president. In the firm's New York office, Kathy Listermann and Steve Hambrecht were promoted from director to vice president and Joseph Schiultza was promoted from vice president to senior vice president.

HNTB Architecture, Kansas City, Mo., has appointed Timothy G. Cahill, AIA, to the position of vice president.

Shelby Williams, Morristown, Tenn., has expanded its South Florida office to handle the overall marketing and sales efforts for Central and South America, along with various sales partners in targeted countries.

Lance Brown, AIA, has started a new architectural practice in Costa Mesa, California called Enter-Arc, Inc. Mr. Brown was formerly a partner at EBTA/Architects in Irvine, California.
Hydra Designs introduces the Hydra-1, a sleek chrome and glass coffee table that rises with a few gentle pumps on its foot pedal. Depress the foot pedal and the table top smoothly and silently lowers to its original height or anywhere in between. Designed by Gary Gianakis, Hydra’s table top spins or can be locked into position. Different shaped tops and casters are also an option.

Tufenkian Tibetan Carpets’ partnership with designer Kevin Walz has resulted in new colorations of Walz’s three rug designs, inspired by his Roman surroundings. Inlay, a complex series of rectangles divided by small squares is now available in Mahogany (shown here), Saffron and Cordovan/Pewter. Pavement is now available in Sand and Tortoise/Sage, and the new coloration for Shadows is Plum.

Maharam offers Corinthian/3, a collection of casement fabrics constructed of Trevira™ FR, but with a wool-like hand. Corinthian/3 is available in 27 patterns, each with modern, architectural or classic elements and refined European look and style. All patterns are geometric, varying in translucence, size and pattern (stripes, squares and small arrowhead and linear motifs). Colors range from optical white and earthy linen to pale yellow, peach, gray and blue.

Innovations in Wallcoverings introduces a comprehensive collection of vinyl upholstery for contract, hospitality, retail and healthcare applications. Shown here are the Dune and Chain Mail upholstery patterns. These vinyl upholstery products meet or exceed all industry standards for wear and fire-resistance. Innovation’s vinyl upholstery is 54-in. wide and weighs 34-oz. Custom orders are available with a 100 yard minimum.

Crypton Upholstery, from Hi-Tex Inc., offers designers new design flexibility. Since Crypton is transfer printed, the same designs or coordinates can be printed on sheeting. Crypton is shown here on the rocker cushion in the foreground and the “Father’s Daybed” under the window. A coordinate drapery is also shown.
Creation Baumann, the 110 year old Swiss weaver, has created a collection of wall, panel and drapery fabrics for Carnegie that combines the elegant look and feel of silk, linen and cotton with the quality, reliability and price of synthetics. These combinations of yarns are woven on polyester warps for strength, durability and dimensionality. Produced in hundreds of colors ranging from neutrals to jewel tones, this group of fabrics has a width of 63-in., allowing 16 percent more coverage per yard.

Circle No. 232

HBF introduces the Newport Chair by designer Barbara Barry. Balanced lines and solid comfort define the Newport Chair in the tradition of a classic school or library chair. A finely tapered maple frame supports either an upholstered or fluted slat back to accentuate the Newport's pared-down sculptured form. The simplicity of the design will blend subtly into a variety of settings as well as anchor spaces where the chair is used as a focal point.

Circle No. 233

Patène Artectura by Bomanite Corporation, a systems approach to concrete flooring, provides architects, builders and interior designers with a durable option for interior flooring, walkways, common areas and showroom floors. The system is a combination of several specialized processes blended together to create unique concrete flooring options. The Patène Artectura system can also be used in new construction or combined with Bomanite’s imprinting system to create dramatic and distinctive interiors.

Circle No. 234

Flat screens can be mounted into the panels of a Reasons workstation to give users a flexible, high-tech work space. Since Reasons is an “off-modular” system that enables overhead storage cabinets and other componentry to be located anywhere along a workstation’s horizontal rails, flat screens can be placed where they will maximize productivity and be most comfortable to view. All wiring is concealed within the panel’s raceway and hardware mounts securely within the panel.

Circle No. 235

Pacificrest Mills introduces Woods, a new cut-and-loop commercial carpet pattern inspired by nature, one of 16 styles in Pacificrest’s new Natural Resources collection. The pattern was taken from the wood grain pattern of the Pacific Yew, a tree native to the American Northwest and found along the Pacific Crest Trail. Natural Resources is a coordinated package of in cut pile, patterned loop and cut-over-loop constructions. Every style in the collection is engineered with DuPont Antron® Legacy nylon.

Circle No. 236
MARKETPLACE

Artemide introduces Metamorfosi, a revolutionary computerized system for polychromatic illumination. Three parabolic reflectors project the light produced by three 100-watt halogen bulbs through three dichroic filters in the primary colors of red, blue and green. These create a beam of monochromatic light surrounded by numerous halos showing the continually changing shades of color within the selected spectrum. Pierluigi Nicolin has designed the Iride luminarie (shown), one of 10 new lights designed for Artemide by eight renowned designers.

Circle No. 237

The Charleston Table from Charles McMurtry Designs is available in five standard sizes and a variety of veneer patterned tops. The Charleston Table is Charles McMurtry Design's most refined transitional table to date. Crafted from hand selected American cherry and hand rubbed in a variety of finishes, the table is designed to complement the elegant Charleston and Philadelphia chairs.

Circle No. 238

Cortina Leathers introduces the Stra Collection to its Italian-made upholstery line. The Stra Collection features leathers in a range of woven patterns, constructions and colors. The overall designs of the collection are typically geometric in feeling and range from a simple basketweave pattern to complex interlocking configurations. The Collection is suitable for seating, pillows, wall coverings and flooring. Shown here are patterns Basketweave, Dashweave and Minweave.

Circle No. 239

Baffin, an abstract jacquard design from this new collection by Pindler & Pindler Inc., is a blend of geometric shapes and bold brush strokes combined with sketched leaves creating a textured look. Baffin is woven in 100 percent cotton. Pizzazz is a solid texture with a puckered crinkled stripe full of light created by its metallic pearl finish. Completing this group is Reflection, woven with a filament yarn creating a touch of iridescence.

Circle No. 240

The HAG Conventio has a classic, clean design which will fit well in all types of environments. The HAG Conventio encourages movement of the entire body, through a simple principle that results in less fatigued conference participants. The HAG chair stacks well, is easy to handle and simple to connect together into rows. Upholstery can be easily removed for cleaning, and several models, finishes and over 4,000 upholstery selections are available.

Circle No. 241
Click! Click! Click!

It's that fast and easy to reduce floorspace costs with the powerful combination of Office Specialty's vast selection of lateral files and the new FILESpc™ specification software. The click of a mouse gains access to an unrivalled array of lateral files...

A cabinet containing five 10½" drawers is only 4½" taller than a cabinet containing four 12" drawers. Adding the fifth drawer of accessible filing results in a 25% increase in filing capacity within the same floorspace. That's just one of many space savings possible with Office Specialty's one-and-a-half-inch modular file construction.

FILESpc will create the most efficient filing system for an individual, department or major corporation. You will be able to survey existing storage requirements, project future needs and generate detailed specifications, costs and provide isometric drawings and renderings in a fraction of the time it would normally take.

FILESpc does it all with the click of a mouse button.

For more information fax: 1-800-563-7128.

For example, an Office Specialty 10½" high file drawer will accommodate suspended Pendaflex folders with ease and save 1½" of vertical space with every drawer.
PAOLI, INC.
Fourwinds chairs, from Paoli, Inc., are available in two slat back styles and two upholstered back styles. Fourwinds solid construction wraps around occupants, nearly cradling them inside a smooth wood frame without protrusion or extraneous padding to interrupt the fit of the chair. Fourwinds chairs are available as a guest chair, dining chair, conference chair, and reception seating.

Circle No. 242

ARCADIA
Designed by James Kelly for Arcadia, the Fermata chair features sloping, tapered arms, gently bowed rear legs and a signature cut-out detail that adds visual interest to the chair's wood back. This unique cut-out detail is maintained on the upholstered back model, to allow a peek at the chair's upholstery when viewed from the rear. Fermata is appropriately scaled for use in restaurants, lounges, and club rooms.

Circle No. 243

SHAFER COMMERCIAL SEATING
Shafer Commercial Seating has introduced several new seating collections. The WC 748, WC 749, and BS 331 have contemporary lines and classic geometric accents. These are a few of many new collections which will create atmosphere in any restaurant setting. They are available in a variety of wood finishes and fabric options.

Circle No. 244

KRON
Architect Michael Graves and Kron USA have introduced Pilon stackable side and armchair seating. In its wood version, Pilon is upholstered and available with or without arms. It employs a compound curve in the seat and back for comfort. Both models stand on sturdy, welded, black epoxy-coated steel frames and stack seven high for ready mobility. The seats and backs of both models are constructed of durable, commercial-grade maple plywood.

Circle No. 245

Restaurant Seating
Anyone with a job, children or Social Security benefits will tell you that eating out is now ingrained in the American way of life. Whether it's take-out or table service, a recent National Restaurant Association survey should help designers understand what Americans want. Consumers told the NRA that 24% of restaurant visits are to socialize with family, friends and children. As for eating pleasure, consumers satisfy cravings for foods they cannot prepare at home in 57% of restaurant visits. Convenience or "lifestyle support" is a factor in over 40% of restaurant visits because dining out combines a desire for traditional family meals with a need for convenience, quick preparation and easy clean up. To your forks, ladies and gentlemen.
LOEWENSTEIN
Loewenstein offers Breeze for the restaurant seating market. The award winning design of Breeze is offered with a new upholstered seat option. Loewenstein also offers a matching bar stool to accompany the chair. Breeze is available in a durable 14 gauge steel frame.

Circle No. 246

MTS SEATING
MTS Seating introduces the Ovation series with four standard styles. A fully-upholstered option, as well as three laser-cut back designs nicknamed Steam (shown), Wave and Lollipop. The Ovation series also offers custom laser-cut design options. All have a specially designed seat protector that guards against fabric damage when nested. There are unlimited color and fabric options plus a five year structural frame warranty.

Circle No. 247

KI
KI's Versa chair offers style, comfort and practicality for any restaurant seating environment. Versa is available in standard, full-back or conference chair models. An extensive choice of frame, polypropylene colors and natural wood finishes allows the Versa chair to coordinate with a wide variety of interiors. Versa is available with or without arms in four leg and sled base versions.

Circle No. 248

KIMBALL INTERNATIONAL

Circle No. 249

WESTIN-NIELSEN
Westin-Nielsen presents the Elena Chair, a stylish multi-purpose chair which combines both wood and metal in its frame construction. The Elena Chair is lightweight and its scale is ideal for use with tables for dining or meeting rooms. The wood frame is available in 11 standard finishes and may be custom finished. The metal frame finishes are either black or chrome, and the chair has several model options.

Circle No. 250

SHELBY WILLIAMS INDUSTRIES INC.
Shelby Williams Industries Inc., offers a traditional dining chair that is masterfully handcarved with utmost attention to the smallest detail. The hardwood frame is available in a variety of standard and premium wood finishes. Flame retardant foam padded back and spring seat assure maximum guest comfort.

Circle No. 251
Brunschwig & Fils knows exactly where it stands in the commercial design marketplace. "When designers come to us, they've already gone through all the typical fabric suppliers, but haven't found something special enough for their clients elsewhere," says design director Adrienne Concra. "So we know if they're looking at Brunschwig that they're willing to go the extra step for some kind of unique application." Thus it would probably come as no surprise to loyal Brunschwig customers that the latest collection of tapestries offered by this legendary textile house was created with unique and creative applications in mind. But designers who have shied away from Brunschwig due to cost may be pleasantly surprised to know that this lavish and versatile collection is also offered at an affordable price point that makes Brunschwig design and style accessible to more project budgets than ever before.

Brunschwig has successfully developed and marketed coordinating textile collections before, but not until the Spring 1997 collection of 100% cotton tapestries with coordinating borders has so much emphasis been put on trim. "We thought it was important to give designers individual components that they can use in creative ways," says Concra. "So we gave them tools with which to create their own applications."

All woven in France, the patterns in this richly diverse collection include Maximilian Tapestry, with graphic references toaruchs, cornices and moldings that catalogue the architectural heritage of the French Renaissance; in three colorways with small- and medium-width borders; the Victorian-inspired Lille Tapestry, with extravaguant floral stripes set against a burnished gold background, in three colorways with small and medium borders; the subtly-lumed Charlemagne Tapestry, an all-over floral design in three colorways with medium and large borders; and Millefleur Tapestry, featuring a smaller, non-directional floral pattern of blossoms and berries in three colorways with medium border. In addition, Bruges Tapestry Stripe, offering thin stripes of rich color in two colorways and the simple yet elegant Petit Point Diamond in six colorways, both work as strong coordinates for the other tapestries in the collection.

Concra envisions combinations of tapestries, borders and coordinating patterns for applications as varied as furniture upholstery, window treatments, wallcoverings or floorcoverings. In the commercial arena, the patterns are most appropriate for use in such corporate spaces as executive offices or reception areas, where a company wants to create a certain image, and such hospitality installations as lobbies or VIP suites. They were also developed with compatibility to the total design environment in mind, according to Concra. "For example," she explains, "Charlemagne's color palette complements popular commercial carpet colors and Millefleur and Maximillian are good. Basic 'study and den' fabrics designed to coordinate well with velvets, leathers and other heavy constructions."

Concra also adds restaurants, country clubs and resorts to the list of potential customers for the tapestry collection, pointing out that the patterns and colors hide dirt well, and that, as a group the textiles are durable enough to withstand between 9,000 and 50,000 double rubs. Also important, the collection is surprisingly affordable, with the all-over tapestries priced in the $50/sq. yd. range, the diamond and stripe coordinates offered in the $30 range and borders priced from $9 to $19/sq. yd.

Brunschwig & Fils will always carry a reputation as a purveyor of elegant and expensive textiles. One handwoven silk, in fact, sells for $1,800 per square yard—obviously not a best seller, though Concra is proud and amazed to report that the company does sell about 300 yards of the stuff per year. But Brunschwig also wants designers to know that elegant does not necessarily have to mean expensive and untouched. With this very touchable tapestry collection—offering the kind of wonderful, high-quality hand you would expect from a company like Brunschwig—they've set out to prove it the best way they know how.
“Durkan’s specialized skills enabled us to create custom patterned carpeting that met Disney’s rigid performance specifications, while creating a uniquely themed floor covering with inspired Polynesian icons and images.”

Jane and Gary Whitney, Whitney and Whitney Grand Prize Winner, 1996 Durkan Diamond Awards

Ohana Restaurant at Disney’s Polynesian Resort, Lake Buena Vista, FL
Balancing Act

Forget about art versus technology or quality versus cost—and take a seat in Hola!, designed by Jorge Pensi and made by Kusch & Co.

By Roger Yee

The economic convulsions rocking German industry right now are well known to American motorists who crave high-performance luxury cars. In fact, they can give you the latest report just by driving to the nearest Mercedes-Benz or BMW showroom. How about an agile Mercedes E320 sedan at $43,500, for which you'll get in line for a four- to 12-week wait? Or a hot BMW Z3 roadster for $28,750 (yes, the one piloted by Pierce Brosnan as James Bond) that may have you coolin your heels six months before delivery? The automakers in Stuttgart and Munich have raised technical performance, upheld quality standards and cut labor and other manufacturing costs to push Japanese contenders to the shouldert and stop U. S. rivals in their tracks. Similar changes are rolling German industry overall with sometimes remarkable results. A good example in furniture manufacturing is the Hola! chair, designed by noted architect Jorge Pensi and made by Kusch & Co. Sitzmöbelwerke KG.

Hola! ("Hello" in Spanish) is very much a chair for our time. Its graceful design, comprising a seat and back in gray, blue or green polypropylene and optional arms in fiberglass-reinforced polyamide on a frame of 1-in.-diameter tubular steel that can be chromed or powder coated, is a rugged, lightweight assembly for active use. Its configuration serves multiple missions because it.can stack, gang, hold a tablet arm or accept upholstery. Its fit and finish are flawless, as Kusch customers have come to expect, because the parts are meticulously engineered for assembly. As Justin Thompson, U. S. national sales manager for Kusch, points out, its net price of under $150 is a breakthrough for a product of this quality in our market.

To truly appreciate what Kusch and Pensi have achieved, however, call for a closer look. Though neither the manufacturer, based in Hallenberg in the Westphalia Mountains, nor the designer, a native Argentine who has resided in Barcelona since 1977, would dream of cutting corners, they have enhanced the value of Hola! even as they have simplified its production. Their strategy: Create an original design that expands the possibilities of the stacking chair; engineer the design to minimize the number of components and make them easy to assemble, and specify quality materials to be fabricated into components with as little hand labor as possible.

These and other refinements add up to a quietly impressive product. Cost is reduced without compromising quality, for example, because robot welders hold down labor costs for the steel frame while yielding fast, perfect welds, and the seat, back and arms are molded from precise dies to reproduce such sculptural details as the joinery of seat, back and back leg or the facets of the slender if sturdy arm quickly and accurately. The critical seat-to-back connection is secured by two hidden, 8-in. long steel shafts rising from the back legs through the seat and back. The edges of the seat and back are smooth to the touch for the sitter who is settling down or getting up, while the ergonomically contoured seat and back surfaces carry a pebbled finish to keep the sitter from sliding.

Attention to detail comes easily to Pensi. "I am always concerned that my product designs will leave users wanting," he comments. "In designing Hola!, I have tried to produce a form that is simple, elegant and comfortable. Hola! is meant for everyday use, but this should not prevent it from pleasing the eye or the body."

Kusch's production engineers worked closely with Pensi to prepare Hola! for production, starting with the architect's drawings and ending with production models. The hands-on approach typifies the company founded in 1939 by Ernst Kusch and now headed by his son Dieter, who is president. "We like working with accomplished architects and industrial designers," indicates Dieter Kusch. "We get involved in product development from the beginning—we are vertically integrated—to get the right balance between art and technology. It's never an easy balance to achieve."

Even now, Kusch is fine tuning the balance. According to Thompson, the manufacturer will soon build Hola's frames in America using seats and backs from Germany, as the campaign to control costs and expand markets goes on. Not only will this help stabilize prices and add quick-ship options, U. S. designers will also have wider access to one of Europe's leading furniture makers. "Europe respects Kusch for its philosophy of design integrity, quality materials and workmanship, and superior engineering," Thompson notes. "I'm confident America will feel the same way."

Think of Hola! as a Mercedes or BMW for one and you'll get the idea.
Adorned by the vineyards of the land that bears her name.

An elegant arbor, cast for eternity.

Sonoma inspires the imagination.

The Masterworks Cast Collection, designed by John Caldwell.

Be inspired. Call 1.800.937.5747.
Move Over!

When New York City's Hospital for Special Surgery modernized, life actually got better for the administrative offices when they were sent to a basement space prepaid by Jack Gordon Architects P.C.

By Linda Burnett

If you've ever torn a ligament or tendon or suffer from arthritis, you know real pain. If your pain is truly acute, you may even be aware of New York City's Hospital for Special Surgery, one of the nation's oldest health care institutions dedicated to orthopedic and rheumatic disorders, providing surgery, nursing, medical and rehabilitative services for the mechanically impaired. Founded in 1863 as the first orthopedic hospital in the United States, the Hospital for Special Surgery is associated with New York Hospital and serves in conjunction with Cornell University Medical College. The Hospital underwent a modernization project that began in the early 1980s and included the construction of a 12,000-sq. ft. inpatient facility, along with an expansion and a shifting of already existing departments. In what could have been misinterpreted as a demotion, the administrative offices were told to accommodate the new construction by packing up and moving across the street to a new basement facility to be designed by Jack Gordon Architects. Now inhabiting the base of a luxury high-rise residential building, the employees in these offices are grateful for the care given to making their space not just new—but much improved.

The modernization project began in the early 1990s, when the Hospital realized that the inpatient facility built in 1954 was obsolete and ceased to comply with health codes. The modernization program was intended to improve patient flow and the patient side of the environment,” says John R. Ahearn, president and CEO of the Hospital. “The hospital was originally built as a polio hospital. We could no longer make it work and it was deteriorating.”

“There were something like four patient rooms to a toilet,” adds Richard Thomas, then vice president of facilities modernization for the Hospital and now a partner of the architectur

al firm Lothrop Associates in Valhalla, N.Y. “The site was landlocked with nowhere to expand.”

Taking the administrative offices off site was not part of the original plan. While construction commenced, departments were squeezed, plucked and generally mixed up in an already active, hands-on environment where patients did revolutions on a stationary bicycle, lift weights and do all sorts of other body bending exercises for the sake of recovery. Still, the Hospital's programs and services continued to expand.

“Nonstop change is all too familiar in today's health care institutions. "A lot of programs that were expected to grow over a 10-year period grew over a four-year period," Thomas observes. "By 1993 it was clear that the administrative facility was obsolete and ceased to comply with health codes. The change in plans was not taken lightly. So much of what we do is impacted by those services," Ahearn explains. "Essentially the offices were interspersed in the pre-existing, overcrowded environment. It was a patchwork that didn't fit together."

To ease the worries of employees who would be moving from above-ground offices into a subterranean space, Ahearn explains, "Essentially the offices were interspersed in the pre-existing, overcrowded environment. It was a patchwork that didn't fit together."

To ease the worries of employees who would be moving from above-ground offices into a subterranean space with no windows, the Hospital decided the space would be as user-friendly as possible. It had to be better than no change at all. "We focused on making it an efficient environment," says Ahearn. "We also wanted to make it a space that would encourage people from the Hospital to go over and use the services." Jack Gordon Architects was hired to figure out how to make the facility appetizing and possibly exciting as well.

“It was a challenge to make this windowless place pleasant,” comments architect Jack L. Gordon, AIA. “Normally, you can work with the perimeter to bring in natural light. Lacking that, we needed to create a sense of spaciousness and counter the condition of occupying a concrete shell.” Gordon was able
to introduce a sense of outdoors by using internal windows to look out onto the floor plan's main corridor or "street," from which man-made "daylight" enters. With a raised ceiling over the "street" flooded with direct/indirect pendant lights and recessed down lights, "daylight" filters into the separate departments through clerestory glass.

Of course, the use of an inexpensive but expressive architectural detail is probably the best way to add pizzazz to a below grade area without spending a lot of money. Such was definitely the case for this project. A brightly colored steel structure punctuates the start and end of the "street."

One glance upward and a visitor knows this space isn't like most basement offices. The lighting bolt or zig-zag shaped direct/indirect lighting fixture that runs along the ceiling unifies the circulation plan like a main highway. Gordon cites a structural reasoning behind the use of this visually strong light fixture. "We needed to support the junction of the glass with the ceiling and unite the two grids," he says. "Conceptually it unifies the design and at the same time it holds the clerestory."

With such a tight space, planning which departments would go where was an integral part of the design's strategy. For example, because human resources is one of the more visited departments, it is located near the entrance. The divisible conference room is centrally located so it can be shared among the departments. Other issues concerned mechanical ventilation in the absence of windows and scattered large support columns that made an even grid impossible. Call it a miracle or good design: Using accenting sculpture, internal windows, different colored walls, a striking light design and glass doors everywhere, Jack Gordon has been able to transform a vacant basement into a desirable office space.

By paying more attention to design, hospitals are finally recognizing that health care as a service has been profoundly transformed. In fact, they may be noticing their administrative areas more because they are the ones growing fastest. "With the change in reimbursement for managed care, there's an increase in the use of the computer department and other administrative functions," points out Thomas. "The accounting department grew rapidly and doubled its projected space."

Who knows? With more health care modernization projects and further reshuffling of health care management systems, we may see fewer beds or nurses and an overflow of accountants. At least an institution like the Hospital for Special Surgery, that knows what repetitive stress can do to an office athlete of the '90s, treated its administrative personnel like its patients, with tender, loving care.

Project Summary: Hospital for Special Surgery
Location: New York, NY. Total floor area: 12,000 sq.ft. No. of floors: 1. Wallcovering: DesignTex. Paint:
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Add wood, water, stone and light—and you have forest products giant Kimberly-Clark's new headquarters at Las Colinas, Irving, Texas. Its major space is a state-of-the-art multi-media equipped atrium (opposite), which can accommodate events ranging from casual discussions among employees and visitors to the annual shareholders' meeting. A wood-lined corridor (left) parallel to the atrium leads to the video teleconferencing center and other multi-media facilities that control programming in the atrium.

Nothing to Sneeze At

Kimberly-Clark's new headquarters in Irving, Texas, won't tell you that the company makes Kleenex®—and that's the point of the design by Waddill Group

By Roger Yee

Kerchoo! Please pass the Kleenex®! Should you happen to live in one of 150 countries served by Kimberly-Clark Corporation, there's a good chance you're only an arm's length from its paper products. Indeed, Kleenex® facial tissues, Huggies® disposable diapers, Scott® bathroom tissues and hand towels and Kotex® feminine pads are practically part of everyday American speech, particularly Kleenex®, which holds 48% of the U.S. facial tissue market. So it's surprising to find this $13.8-billion (1995 net sales) enterprise—operating mills and other manufacturing facilities in 24 states and 33 countries—being supervised by people working in the spacious, calm, almost sylvan-like setting of Kimberly-Clark's 110,000-sq.-ft. world headquarters in Irving, Texas, designed by Waddill Group.

Corporate life didn't begin this way for Kimberly-Clark, to be sure. For most of the 125 years since its founding in Neenah, Wis., the company kept its administrative operations close to its manufacturing operations. The turning point came in 1985 under the stewardship of the late Darwin Smith, its previous chairman and CEO, when Kimberly-Clark decided that the best way to encourage greater independence among its varied businesses was to relocate headquarters to Dallas, leaving remaining administrative functions intact in Neenah, Roswell, Ga. and Knoxville, Tenn. The paper products giant then retained Waddill Group to renovate three floors in a multi-tenant office building in Las Colinas (“The Hills”), a meticulously planned office park with its own parks, lakes and recreational areas in Irving, a suburb of Dallas.

Operating in Las Colinas took Kimberly-Clark in new directions in more ways than one. “Most of our facilities are mills where we make our products,” observes Kathy Friend, site administration coordinator at Kimberly-Clark headquarters. “We usually own and occupy our real estate as the sole tenant. In Las Colinas, we shared leased space with other tenants, and remodeled the three floors as much as we could. When we could do nothing more to improve on space, privacy or security for our employees, it was time to find a new location.”

That Kimberly-Clark chose Las Colinas once again for its newest headquarters can be readily understood by anyone familiar with the bustling Dallas-Fort Worth region, which is also corporate headquarters to such other Fortune 1000 companies as GTE, J.C. Penney, Electronic Data Systems, Exxon, American Airlines, Texas Instruments and Tandy. Having successfully kept its distance from its far-flung business units for a decade, the headquarters staff had become quite comfortable in the upscale, 12,000-acre development originally built by Southland Financial Corporation and Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States in the 1980s. “Downtown Dallas had no synergy for us,” recalls Friend. “We liked our corporate neighbors at Las Colinas, as well as the proximity to two airports, Love Field and Dallas-Fort Worth. There was no need to look elsewhere.”

Given the availability of office space at Las Colinas and the Dallas-Fort Worth market overall in the spring of 1994, a steering committee to develop the new facility, headed by George Everbach, chief counsel for Kimberly-Clark as well as the local site administration officer, found what it needed in an existing, two-story, reinforced concrete structure. If anything, its basic specifications seemed almost too good. The square footage, single-tenant occupancy, underground parking, good security and landscaped atrium at 351 Phelps Drive, built to house Diamond Shamrock in its own relocation from Cleveland in 1980, suited Kimberly-Clark just fine.

Possibly the only discrepancy was that Diamond Shamrock had worked with HKS, the architect of the original design, to create an open-plan environment—whereas Kimberly-Clark wanted an enclosed one. (“Our executives feel that private offices are essential for confidentiality,” notes Friend.)
With the approval of Wayne R. Sanders, chairman and CEO, Kimberly-Clark commissioned Waddill Group to reconfigure the facility by creating a new interior environment with full-height partitions, adding a porte-cochère at the main entrance, enhancing the concrete-and-glass elevations with contemporary details and introducing state-of-the-art building systems and information technology.

On the other hand, Waddill indicates, the client also opted for light, air and views for all employees, a 250-seat, multi-media auditorium, a video teleconferencing center, a PC-equipped training room, a reduction in standard office sizes from five to two (each pre-wired with two positions for power, data and voice), a cafeteria, an aerobic exercise health center, satellite copy/coffee stations to supplement a main copy center and mail room plus state-of-the-art environmental control systems. "Kimberly-Clark believes in providing good places to work for all its employees," Waddill reports. "Much of what's here can be found in its other facilities around the country."

Traditional as the office layout would be, the company actively encouraged the architects to produce a superior environment for the entire staff. Built-in filing cabinets lining the corridors, for example, would stop at the clerestory level to allow a continuous horizontal ribbon of glass to bring in light and views. Picture windows would be positioned at the ends of corridors and side lights would be placed at all doorways for the same reason. Although Kimberly-Clark ordered a massive pruning of the "overgrown jungle" that had flourished in the atrium under Diamond-Shamrock, it still wanted employees and visitors to enjoy the amenity as a place for relaxation and informal meetings, as well as a formal assembly room for the staff, board of directors and shareholders.

What was the greatest challenge to the project? Waddill and Friend point to the tight timetable, which saw the design commission awarded in spring 1994, followed by occupancy in spring 1995. "We made sure that our employees were involved," Friend says. "Each department head was enlisted in the
steering committee, and each employee was issued a questionnaire. We quickly found out what everyone wanted and what the major complaints were. We were also fortunate that Waddill Group was a super firm that worked closely with us at every step.”

One of the least time-consuming tasks, interestingly enough, was the selection of furniture. Since Kimberly-Clark has long believed in buying quality pieces and maintaining them assiduously, there was no need to replace existing work stations. Waddill Group thus specified new furniture mainly for the atrium. (One notable exception: new ergonomic task chairs for all employees, who personally selected them from a menu of choices.)

“If you start with products that represent good design and good quality at a fair price, you’ll stay with them,” declares Friend. Further evidence of good design’s staying power came when Kimberly-Clark acquired Scott Paper (whose CEO, “Chainsaw” Al Dunlap, achieved instant notoriety as a result) in December 1995. True to the company’s five-year projection of personnel, there was no major change in the headquarters population.

Kleenex®, anyone? 

Project Summary: Kimberly-Clark World Headquarters


A good workplace for all is evident at Kimberly-Clark, including the boardroom (opposite, upper left), a private office (opposite, upper right), the cafeteria (opposite, lower left) and the health center (opposite, lower right). Light and views are seen or implied almost everywhere, as shown in a typical corridor (above, left), where filing cabinets stop at the clerestory level for a ribbon of glass and translucent windows that transmit light when doors close, and a reception area (above, right), where a cove light hints at an imaginary skylight above the soffit.
Designed to reflect the company’s solid foundation in the Philadelphia reinsurance community, Balis & Co., Inc.’s office features rich wood finishes, authentic Oriental rugs and a traditional monumental interconnecting staircase (left). Custom traditional millwork, art and antiques also help to create the conservative, 18th-century image (opposite) that Balis presents to its clients— in spite of the unusually tight schedule for design and construction that was faced by Daroff Design Inc.

Premium Space

The offices of Balis & Co. Inc. in Philadelphia, designed by Daroff Design Inc., show how to create a solid and conservative image in a big hurry

By Rita F. Catinella

A fire in your office building has raged out of control and rendered it unfit for occupancy, forcing you to move to a temporary space that lacks the one safety feature you now appreciate, fire sprinklers. You and your staff are living out of boxes, and your normal work flow will continue to be out of sync until you find a permanent location. What do you do? If you are the Philadelphia reinsurance intermediary, Balis & Co. Inc., you call on Daroff Design Inc. (DDI) to design an office to reflect your company’s solid foundation and preeminence in the insurance industry.

Balis & Co. Inc., a subsidiary of Guy Carpenter & Company, Inc. an affiliate of Marsh & McLennan Companies Inc., advises insurance organizations on their reinsurance options. The company was displaced in the fire at One Meridian Plaza, across from Philadelphia’s City Hall. With DDI’s help, the staff of approximately 170 now occupies the tenth, ninth and half of the eighth floor at Two Logan Square.

DDI’s project team worked with Balis from the start to develop a detailed program and tenant plans for several office towers identified as viable options by Balis’s tenant representative and executive committee. Paradoxically, Balis never modified the temporary office it occupied in the Atochem Building immediately after the fire. “One of the reasons that we wouldn’t consider the Atochem Building as a permanent office space,” says Will Fox, president of Balis, “was that we insisted on being in a completely sprinklered building.”

After an exhaustive review that included a comparative real estate analysis, DDI concluded that Two Logan Square best responded to Balis’s program with the most efficient plan, and its team proceeded to negotiate with the landlord. Efficiency and economy weren’t the only criteria. Richard Marencic, the DDI team designer, notes that Two Logan Square also offered sweeping views of both the Benjamin Franklin Parkway and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Taking the long-term view comes naturally to the company founded in 1934 by C. Wanton Balis, Jr. as Excess Reinsurance Company, a mutual reinsurer established to provide property per risk excess of loss reinsurance at stable rates for its members. Balis offers actuarial assistance and technical expertise to clients entering new lines of business or reviewing existing operations, in effect helping insurers to better insure themselves. It’s a role that has let Balis see underwriting in a larger context, as befits a member of diversified, $3.77-billion (fiscal 1995 revenues) Marsh & McLennan.

In a similar vein, Balis let its employees see the “big picture” of the relocation by taking part in the process, making them feel they belonged to “one company rather than three,” in the words of Charles Klaniecki, vice president and controller at Balis. Accordingly, the new facility reflects the desire to give everyone a good workplace. According to Klaniecki, the spiral staircase used by clients coming from the tenth to the ninth floor is a little more “flashy” than the one used predominately by employees from the ninth to eighth floor, but the intent remains the same.

The major challenge, as so often happens in the 1990s, was timing. In its agreement with the landlord, Balis committed itself to producing a construction document in just five to six weeks and completing construction...
Can you get high quality millwork without having time for it?

in 12 weeks. Therefore, it had to find prefabricated items that could be quickly assembled in the time frame allowed, including molding, wall panels and perhaps even an off-the-shelf staircase.

“Our hope was that we could then assemble the interior in parts and create a traditional style space that was less labor intensive and less extensive in design detail,” recalls Marencic. “I think the only thing that we were apprehensive about was that Balis was expecting a lot of very high quality millwork, which tends to be a long lead item,” adds Robert Hilton, DDI project architect. Fortunately, DDI’s close working relationship with the woodworking company allowed it to maintain a high level of quality and get the job done in time.

Hilton observes that while Balis used high quality finishes for Meridian Plaza only in its executive suite, the company abandoned that philosophy for a more egalitarian approach at Two Logan Square by locating an executive from each of its practice areas in a primary corner of the building and extending the quality of finishes from the corner office throughout the entire project. (Its more traditional stacking plan places the executives on the top floor with their practices, the vice presidents and their personnel on the middle floor, and the primary services on the lowest floor.) Dan Dorrian, senior vice president and corporate secretary at Balis, points out that higher cubicles and sound masking systems represent genuine improvements over the previous environment. “The new office features advanced computer and communications systems,” he says, “along with energy efficient lighting, 24-hour air conditioning systems, and contemporary office work stations.”

Conference rooms are placed near reception areas to maintain public and private circulation zones, with two on the tenth floor, two on the ninth floor and one on the eighth. “We used to have far fewer, and would have congestion and scheduling problems,” concedes Klaniecki. Consistent with the overall traditional style, the conference rooms have frosted etched glass partitions which afford visual privacy while allowing light to penetrate the area.

The formal, 18-seat boardroom, located adjacent to the main lobby/reception area, is equipped with audiovisual gear and adjustable lighting to serve directors’ meetings, client receptions and work-related seminars. Similarly, DDI has designed the lunchroom to serve as a multi-function space for employees’ lunches, breaks and training. “It was important to the company to have windows in the cafeteria,” says Klaniecki, “since the cafeteria in the former building did not, and wasn’t as heavily used.”

Asked by the client to keep the traffic flow smooth in the new office space, the designers have placed a 4-ft.-wide corridor next to
the building core for use by clerical employees, as well as a 5-ft.-wide corridor where brokers, secretaries and most clients move around. Not surprisingly, the latter, more public thoroughfare is wider, features upgraded lighting and displays more art work. Kraniek notes that DDI laid out the new offices so that brokers and their teams are in close proximity to each other, which was not nearly as true in the previous location.

Some changes have gone against the trends, of course. The ratio of private offices to open plan cubicles, for example, is higher than before, so certain employees who once had cubicles now have offices. On the other hand, because security has been a special concern, all main entry doors have card-key access, and the receptionist can assess every potential visitor simply by looking at a monitor.

Senior managers at Balis came to know the project well over the course of many meetings in those short, intensive months, as DDI helped them determine present and future personnel space requirements and allocate space throughout the departments. "They were interested in everything," says Martin Komitzky, vice president of design for DDI, "Oriental carpeting, wood detailing of the floors, and a main stairway. They wanted a traditional, Philadelphia-style space, so we made our major impact in the entrance with the staircase."

Indeed, the two-story-high entrance makes a suitable impression by accommodating a grand, spiral staircase along with seating for eight visitors. "We wanted to keep the stairways connecting our various floors as we did in One Meridian Plaza, where employees were actually inside or outside the office," Komitzky indicates. "Each time they go through the elevator core now, employees must go through two sets of card-key-accessed doors, one to gain access to the elevator, one to gain access to the suite."

No one pretends that developing the new office within such a compressed timetable was ideal. "I think we might not have given Daroff as much free rein as they might have liked," Fox reflects, "but they did a good job in interpreting what we wanted." Dorrian says that Balis has become the showcase for the entire building, with both the landlord and DDI escorting prospects through the space. In any event, Balis anticipates expanding over the next several years, and is more than likely to involve DDI in that process. With satisfaction for the current office running as high as it is, this doesn’t sound like too risky a venture for Balis.

---

**Project Summary: Balis & Co. Inc.**


---

Balis’s main lobby (opposite, top) features a grand staircase and seating area to accommodate visitors and promote the company’s image. Adjacent to the main lobby is the boardroom (opposite, bottom), which has audiovisual capability and adjustable lighting for a variety of functions. The company’s traditional viewpoint can also be seen in the trim for its work stations (above left), which incorporate power/voice/data raceways. The lunchroom (above, right) serves as a multi-purpose space for employee lunches, breaks and training.
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Bagel and High Latte to Go?

Restaurateurs are prospering and keeping designers busy, but they’d better keep an eye on their guests—whose tastes are as fickle as ever.

Does anyone eat lunch at home any more? Most Americans do, at least on weekends and holidays. Yet the typical American age eight and older consumed 4.1 meals per week or 213 meals per year away from home in 1996. This and other statistics from the National Restaurant Association’s annual report, 1997 Restaurant Industry Forecast, help explain why the food service industry expects to reach an all-time high of $320.4 billion in revenues in 1997, a 4.2% increase over 1996, with full-service restaurants reaching $104.4 billion or 4.1% over 1996, and fast-food restaurants climbing to $103.5 billion or 5.2% over last year. Considering there were 607,796 commercial and 177,708 institutional facilities serving food in 1996, the popularity of eating out has proved very promising to restaurateurs and restaurant designers.

Yet there are hidden and not-so-hidden challenges facing restaurateurs and designers, headed by competition and labor. Though America’s feeding frenzy continues, we are a fickle people, returning to red meat after years of health-consciously avoiding it. Sampling ethnic cuisines while celebrating home cooking, and demanding value in food and service yet seeking better quality overall. In addition, pressure on restaurateurs to hire and train qualified workers has not relented due to a shrinking primary food service labor pool of 16- to 24-year-olds.

Proof that we are becoming more adventurous in dining out can be seen in the many restaurants now incorporating dishes from Asia, Mediterranean Sea and South and Central America in their menus. The nation’s most popular ethnic cuisines—Cantonese, Mexican and Italian—are practically mainstream fare, with over 95% of consumers reporting familiarity with them, and more than 90% having actually tried them. Other trends include a growing use of alternative red meats such as ostrich, exotic mushrooms, specialty greens, tropical fruit, organic produce, flatbreads, as well as grilled, slow-roasted and smoked items, and a continuing call for specialty and flavored coffees, goat cheese, pasta, couscous, risotto, balsamic vinegar, hot peppers, meatless and vegetarian dishes.

A limited labor supply coupled with an intensifying labor demand are forcing restaurateurs to hire elderly and immigrant workers in response to a shortage expected to persist until Baby Boomers’ children expand the pool of teenagers and young adults by 2005. Meanwhile, employee training and computerization have become critical to survival in the 1990s. The two phenomena are interdependent, interestingly enough. An educated work force is essential for operating the computers that process accounting, payroll, sales analysis, inventory control, tip records, labor distribution, purchasing and nutrient analysis for some 80% of table service restaurants.

What Americans want from dining out has become quite clear in recent years. As the NRA study indicates, consumers seek a balance of three primary benefits: social pleasure or “togetherness,” eating pleasure or a quest for good tasting food, particularly entrees not likely to be duplicated at home, and convenience. It all adds up to individuals and families with expanding incomes and tastes yet little leisure time to enjoy them.

With sociability displacing cocooning, for example, consumers say 24% of restaurant visits are to socialize with family, friends and children. As for eating pleasure, consumers satisfy cravings for foods they cannot prepare at home, such as egg rolls or pizza, in 57% of restaurant visits. Convenience or “lifestyle support” is a factor in more than 40% of restaurant visits as dining out combines a desire for traditional family meals with a need for convenience and quick preparation.

However, no one is guaranteed success in this business. Even as Red Lobster has kept consumers happy by adding healthier non-fried and fresh foods, introducing lower cost meals and modernizing its decor, once high-flying Sizzler International declared bankruptcy in 1996, having misread the trend towards better cuts of beef and table service at slightly higher prices by adding salad bars and buffets instead.

The 1990s are heady days, nonetheless. Because Boomers are joining the households whose heads ages 45-54 are typically enjoying their peak earning years, they will play the role of big spenders for years to come. In fact, they accounted for 24% all 1996 expenditures on food away from home although they represent only 17% of the population. But restaurateur and designer beware. Nothing cools faster than a hot “theme” in food service, except perhaps a steak dinner left too long at the pick-up counter.
Plate Tectonics

How California Cafe, Engstrom Design Group and To Design are successfully spreading good eats, high design and a West Coast sensibility across the nation

By Ingrid Whitehead

In California, the sun always shines, sun-kissed youths with flowers in their hair blow kisses and peace signs from Volkswagen buses, blond surfers in print shirts carry surfboards under their arms and crystals around their tanned necks, movie stars in dark glasses stroll down palm tree-lined boulevards and man, all you need is a set of wheels to get you from the beach for a swim in the morning to a powder ski paradise by the afternoon. Myths, you say? Well, sort of. But California myths are some of the nation's best. Just saying "California" conjures mental images of healthful, relaxed living. Bob Freeman, president of California Cafe Restaurant Corporation in Corte Madera, Calif., had a clue that the images associated with California, served up with quality cuisine and innovative, sophisticated design, might be just the ticket to lure diners into his California Cafe Bar & Grill, Alcatraz Brewing Company and Napa Valley Grille restaurants. And how. With 18 successful restaurants operating across the country and some $60 million in revenues, Freeman, with the help of Engstrom Design Group (EDG) and joint venture partner To Design, has created a restaurant empire that is aggressively and successfully pursuing new markets while keeping reservation books full.

Freeman, who is no stranger to the restaurant business, learned his lessons about what does and doesn't work early in the '70s. He owned and operated a restaurant chain called Victoria Station, a theme restaurant built in a train car. Although it pioneered some interesting new ideas such as the display kitchen, the restaurant ended up derailing. "The problem was we didn't change with the times," says Freeman. "Victoria Station was dark inside, and it had a meat-heavy menu. It just wasn't what people wanted."

"California cuisine" had yet to be invented, but Freeman suspected that people were looking for a more brightly-lit space in which to dine, lighter, healthier fare and a more sophisticated dining experience all around. His partners and he were operating a Spanish restaurant across the Golden Gate Bridge from San Francisco in Marin County, and used $10,000 ($4,200 of which went towards a paint job), to convert it into the first California Cafe. Freeman's plan was to find a concept that worked and expand it.

Good food was, of course, the priority, but with a breezier design, wines by the glass, and service to please, California Cafe took off. "Let's face it," says Freeman. "Food tastes better in a nice atmosphere. Whatever it is, it's not going to taste as good in a prison cell."

To keep the prison cell out of the dining room as he expanded his concept, Freeman needed a design and architecture firm that specialized in restaurant design. In 1990 he
took on Engstrom Design Group, a Marin County firm that has made restaurant design its primary focus. With its joint venture interior design firm To Design, Engstrom has created 13 successful restaurants for California Cafe across the country, with more springing up all the time.

Not satisfied just keeping the ball rolling, Engstrom and Freeman have taken a new strategy emphasizing upscale shopping malls. Relatively uncharted territory for constantly receiving supplies, and produce a lot of garbage. The kitchen must be located in a service quarter so food and trash can easily come and go.

Would you spend big bucks on haute couture to eat a hot dog on a stick?

Also, how can exhaust escape? Johanson claims luck figured in the creation of the most recent California Cafe, located at Park Meadows Center near Denver, in Littleton, Colo. The restaurant is on the second floor of the mall, so there is nothing to hinder the expulsion of exhaust through the ceiling. As long as vents

“white tablecloth” restaurants, malls are proving to be just the place for California Cafe. In fact, 10 are already located in malls.

Sophisticated shoppers want sophisticated dining experiences, Freeman claims. “The malls we go into are anchored by stores like Nordstrom, Bloomingdales and Neiman Marcus,” he reports. “People who go out and spend real dollars on an outfit don’t want to then have a hot dog on a stick.”

Designing a successful restaurant is always a challenge. However, designing a successful restaurant in a mall brings added elements to the process. “What a restaurant sells is seats,” says project architect Jennifer Johanson. “But within a mall it’s not that simple. There are many concerns.”

What concerns? Where will the kitchen be located, for instance? Restaurants are kept away from stores’ intake pumps, unwelcome kitchen smells can be avoided.

Next, where will the entrances be? Each California Cafe has a full bar and a lounge, and the kitchen stays open hours after the mall has closed. The outside entrance must be as prominent as the mall entrance, with a hostess stand centrally located to receive diners from either side.

Besides flow and technical issues, there is the obvious challenge of luring shoppers into the restaurant. “We try to locate the entrance near a main artery of the mall,” says Johanson, “near an important anchor store and near escalators. In this way, shoppers coming up or down an escalator will notice the entrance and signage of the restaurant.”

Speaking of signage and the mall entrance to the restaurant, the iron-clad rules issued
by the mall itself can restrict a tenant’s freedom to express its concept through design. The Littleton mall is a typical example. Park Meadows Center’s demand that a storefront be 75% open—more than 200 linear feet—conflicted with creating an easy lighting scheme for the front part of the restaurant, and gave the restaurant a distinctly separate feel when the mall was closed. Johanson and EDG solved this problem by developing a storefront that is mostly glass, punctuated by large wooden columns.

Sleight of hand? Not necessary. Instead, EDG convinced the Littleton mall committee to allow the bar to be positioned against the glass. This tactic provides a buffer between the mall and the restaurant, keeps customers away from the mall’s pedestrian traffic and deeper inside the restaurant, enhancing their dining experience, and showcasing the bottles of wine (especially from California) and liquor.

Although some food and design elements inevitably migrate to every new California Cafe, each store is geared towards its own geographic region and its own specific locale. Thus, the Littleton California Cafe combines stylized, three-dimensional palm trees and intricate, hand-forged iron railings with rugged rock formations and a waterfall that flows down a boulder-patterned wall. It’s a California-meets-Rocky-Mountain-ski-

Four months to design, four months to build—and start cooking

lodge look enhanced with custom light fixtures made from wrought iron and blown glass, designed by Barbara Hofling, interior designer with To Design.

Hofling and Johanson concerned themselves with every visible and audible element of the restaurant, from the wait staff’s uniform (black pants, white shirts, and colorful vests) to the acoustics in the dining room. Keeping noise down in a busy restaurant with a bar is critical, and adding such hidden touches ascoating the ceiling with a spray-on acoustic material cut out excess sound by nearly 50%.

And of course, there is no restaurant without food. Since dinner entrees range in price from $14-24, standard quality at a California Cafe means a tasty and attractively presented meal. Each restaurant has its own executive chef, and Freeman meets with regional chefs once a month to see how each restaurant is doing, share information on new comestible delights and provide guidelines. “We’re constantly hiring new people from the finest culinary schools around the country,” explains Freeman. “We want to keep up with what’s ‘in.’”

What’s “in” for Freeman—a man who spends a large part of his time exploring the world’s finest restaurants—can mean anything from catching the Cajun craze or serving blackened rare ahi tuna in a leek sauce to roasting ostrich, which Freeman insists is all
the rage. The chefs work closely with Johanson, Hofling and the design team to create exhibition kitchens that will show the food being prepared in the most appetizing way, as well as areas throughout the restaurants where detectibles such as fabricated jars of pickled pears are conspicuously displayed.

All parts of a restaurant equal a successful whole for California Cafe, Johanson believes. At this point, once a location is chosen, a restaurant can be finished in eight months: four months to concoct the design, plus four months to construct it. Punchlists containing every element to be included are diligently adhered to by EDG, and budgets, although not firm, stay around $2 million per restaurant.

California Cafe uses the same contractor and suppliers for each job, sticking to the tried and—at this point, anyway—true. With all the kinks worked out, and a new restaurant opening regularly, it seems that EDG. To Design and California Cafe Corp. have blue skies ahead. Early morning, smog-free. California style, that is. ☁️

Project Summary: California Cafe Bar & Grill


The California Cafe in Indianapolis's Circle Centre, America's second largest shopping mall, uses a geometric take on design (opposite top and bottom and above). The bold architectural strokes and colorful harlequin-patterns went over big with Indianapolis Monthly magazine, which named the restaurant "Best New Restaurant," and "Indie's Hippest Eatery." All this fuss for what would not normally attract such high-profile notice: a shopping mall restaurant.
Haverson Architecture and Design brings the Tuscan countryside to the New York suburbs in the form of Spiga restaurants in Bedford, N.Y., and Scarsdale, N.Y.

A ceiling mural depicting the rolling hills of Tuscany is the major design element that ties together the two Spiga Ristorantes in Westchester County. N.Y., designed by Jay Haverson. In Bedford (left), however, the mural is more dramatic, covering a giant oval cut out of the ceiling (opposite).

By Jennifer Thiele Busch

A ceiling mural depicting the rolling hills of Tuscany is the major design element that ties together the two Spiga Ristorantes in Westchester County, N.Y., designed by Jay Haverson. In Bedford (left), however, the mural is more dramatic, covering a giant oval cut out of the ceiling (opposite).
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A ceiling mural depicting the rolling hills of Tuscany is the major design element that ties together the two Spiga Ristorantes in Westchester County, N.Y., designed by Jay Haverson. In Bedford (left), however, the mural is more dramatic, covering a giant oval cut out of the ceiling (opposite).

A few miles north of New York lies a first generation American, also in his mid-sixties, who knows that there is no substitute for the real thing. Nowhere, fast-food, or even the minimalistic chain restaurants that are so popular today. He knows that the food is just one part of the experience. The atmosphere, the service, the ambiance—all of these are equally important. So when the Racanelli family decided to pursue a family dining concept in Scarsdale and New Bedford, they chose the architecture and design firm of Haverson Architecture and Design to create the interiors for Spiga, the new restaurant concept.

For the Racanelli family, who owns a successful but down-to-earth chain of pizza restaurants, the decision to pursue a more upscale concept was not an easy one. They had been successful with their pizza restaurants, but they also knew that they wanted to offer something more than just pizza. They wanted to offer a dining experience that was more sophisticated and refined.

The Racanellis chose Jay Haverson, principal of Haverson Architecture and Design, to create the interiors for Spiga. Haverson is known for his distinctive architecture and design, and the Racanellis were confident that he would be able to create the perfect atmosphere for their new restaurant.

Haverson was faced with a challenge: how to create an atmosphere that was both sophisticated and comfortable. He knew that the Racanellis wanted a restaurant that was more upscale than their previous pizza restaurants, but he also knew that they did not want to sacrifice the family-friendly atmosphere that was so important to them.

Haverson's solution was to focus on creating a warm and inviting atmosphere that was characterized by bright, lively colors and abstract forms. He knew that Westchester County, with its growing population of people who had grown up in urban environments, would appreciate a restaurant that offered a break from the hustle and bustle of the city.

The result was a restaurant that was both sophisticated and comfortable. The Racanellis were thrilled with the outcome, and they are confident that Spiga will be a success. They are looking forward to seeing the reaction of their customers, and they are already planning for the future.

For the Racanellis, Spiga is more than just another restaurant. It is a new chapter in their family's history, and they are excited about the possibilities that lie ahead.

The Racanellis are not the only ones looking forward to the opening of Spiga. The people of Westchester County are excited about the prospect of a new dining experience in their area.

Spiga is set to open its doors in the summer of 1997, and the Racanellis and Haverson are looking forward to seeing the reaction of their customers. They are confident that Spiga will be a success, and they are already planning for the future.

The Racanellis and Haverson are looking forward to the opening of Spiga with excitement and anticipation. They are confident that the restaurant will be a success, and they are already looking ahead to the future.
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raiu. Haverson bijst*d his design on images from ihe Tuscan countryside to create an abstract and adventurous interior. "I took real images of Tuscany and made them dreamlike and more distinctive," he explains.

The family needn't have worried—except possibly for the fact that Spiga in Scarsdale became so popular that it was sometimes uncomfortably crowded in the bar area and a bit too noisy overall. So when the success of the first Spiga led to the opening of a second in nearby Bedford—with Haverson again providing interior design—those lessons were carefully heeded. A larger bar area was incorporated in the new restaurant to accommodate both those people who want drinks before dinner, and those who are only coming to Spiga to use the bar. Though Spiga specializes in large portions of Italian food served family-style at an economical price, families tend to patronize the restaurant earlier in the evening, with later evening business being almost exclusively couples and adult groups with eating and drinking on their agenda.

The two Spiga's are undoubtedly similar in spirit with the same colors, materials and a carnival-like atmosphere, yet their individual architectures make them quite different. "They share the same distorted elements and fragments," observes Haverson. "They have a common theme, but it is executed differently."

Located in a freestanding building that was once a large private residence, the Scarsdale Spiga features sloping ceilings and a series of nooks and crannies that break up the space, while the Bedford Spiga, in a former restaurant building in a strip mall, is conceived as one large room, with fragmented arches, soffits, stairs and overscaled structural elements that appear to divide the space. "The ceiling mural is the common theme," says Haverson. Indeed, the murals tie the two restaurants together—though the one in Bedford is a bit more dramatic, since a huge oval cut out of the ceiling conjures the air of a grand piazza. Adds Haverson, "Combined with lots of decor and finish, it creates one snapshot of the Tuscan countryside."

The Racanellis are contemplating taking Spiga to Long Island as well. If they do, that carefully designed snapshot of the rolling hills of Tuscany will undoubtedly go with it. "Design attracts people to a restaurant the first time, and sometimes the second," says John Racanelli. "But the food has to follow up strongly to keep them coming back." Judging from the popularity of Spiga, the Racanellis and Jay Haverson have cooked up the perfect combination for affluent suburban families.

From pizzas to piazzas in one giant step

Project Summary: Spiga Ristorante

Oversized elements, bright colors and lots of vibrant finishes and decor adorn both Spigas, giving them a common theme despite the fact that they are very different architecturally. The Spiga in Scarsdale (above and below) was once a residence, and features nooks and crannies that divide the space. In the Bedford Spiga (opposite, top and bottom), structural elements create the impression that the one large room is divided into a number of smaller spaces.

The floor plan of the Bedford Spiga (right), the second of the two restaurants, displays an important lesson from the first. The bar area was increased in size to better accommodate both patrons waiting for tables and those just coming to drink.
Denverites can ride the happy hour train without leaving town thanks to Flat Pennies Restaurant, designed by Semple Brown Roberts, PC.

By Amy Milshstein

Did you ever put a penny on a railroad track? No, it won't derail the train, but it will produce a little copper pancake to be treasured in your pocket until your mom accidentally loses it in the wash. If creating a flat penny remains a rite of childhood then Flat Pennies Restaurant in Denver, Colo., tries to capture that frivolous spirit with a design by Semple Brown Roberts, PC.

The restaurant's theme didn't necessarily spring directly from the owners' life experiences as much as its location. Home for Flat Pennies is Union Station, a working train station built in 1870 that remains a prominent landmark in Denver's LoDo (Lower Downtown) neighborhood. Originally earmarked as a light industrial district, LoDo fell into predictable disrepair followed by welcomed gentrification. Today lofts and office space fit well into the grand old buildings as do restaurants, brew pubs and other services.

Smack in the center of all this activity sits Union Station. With Amtrak lines, a ski train that makes day trips to Winter Park and the luxurious Pacific Orient Express making stops, the station has always bustled. While plans to fit a retail mall into the station stalled due to lack of funds, the building does boast two restaurants, a TGI Friday's and Flat Pennies.

"We don't really pull in a lot of customers from the train traffic." says Scott Green, co-owner/operator, Railway Diner LLC, doing business as Flat Pennies. "Most of our patrons are locals."

Served by a patio and its own entrance, Flat Pennies draws in trendy Denverites for lunch, happy hour and dinner. Inside, the train theme becomes obvious but never literal or cutey. Robust materials such as cherry and maple wood, steel and copper lend a comfortable yet industrial feel. Pendants have been modeled loosely after the station's originals, while a line of lamp posts suggests movement by mimicking the telegraph poles seen whizzing by a train window.

With a 20-ft. ceiling, Flat Pennies almost seems like a giant cube. To add visual interest as well as extra seating, the architect has placed a mezzanine over the compact but efficient kitchen. Crossover bridges are the inspiration for the metal and mesh stairs that lead to this space. Another obvious train reference is found over the bar.

"We needed to bring down the height over the bar area, which is right in the middle of the restaurant," remembers Andrew Moss, project architect for Semple Brown Roberts PC. "A 20-ft. ceiling is not very intimate." Moss solved the problem by suspending a canopy over the bar. Steel tracks support cherry cross ties to create an upside-down rail line. Wood panels and halogen lights keep the canopy from appearing too literal. One-inch hexagon tiles delineate the bar area and pay homage to the original floor, which was all tile.

If most of Flat Pennies' design hints at railroad references, one element definitely doesn't pussyfoot around. A bright blue, yellow and red, 15 ft. x 13-ft. mural of a 1950s Santa Fe train appears to crash through the back wall. "People really love that train," says Green. "Modeling agencies even book photo shoots in front of it."
If Santa Fe #17 brings people in, the food keeps them coming back. Moderately priced entrees between $6.95 and $12.00 include such solid classics as chicken sandwiches, salads and burgers along with Italian and Mexican dishes. Green also offers cigars. "With 20-ft. ceilings, I don't get many complaints about the smoke," he says. Martini nights and a popular happy hour special where the boss dons an apron and serves appetizers to employees also draw crowds.

Patrons pick up on Flat Pennies' lively energy, which emanates from the central bar and bounces off the hard surfaces. Putting the bar at center stage makes a definite statement. "This is an adult place and the bar is our biggest money maker," says Green. "A center bar offers more seating and space for more bartenders."

Working off of the success of Flat Pennies, Semple Brown Roberts and Railway Diner LLC will collaborate on other future projects. "They gave us so many good ideas we have to open another restaurant just to use them," Green compliments. Moss also enjoyed the partnership. "It was fun working for a client who wanted creative solutions," he remembers.

As fun as a ride on the Super Chief?

Tracks over the bar and a big, red train smashing through the wall

Every restaurant's biggest money maker is the bar, and at Flat Pennies it holds center stage (above). Lowering the 20-ft. ceiling with an ingenious canopy of railroad tracks and cherry wood "ties" creates an appropriate feeling of intimacy. A series of lamp posts suggest the movement through a train window, but while train references abound, subtler elements such as copper accents or pennies embedded in table tops salute the restaurant's name.

Project Summary: Flat Pennies

Location: Denver, CO. Total floor area: 3,324 sq. ft.
No. of floors: 1 (2,324 sq. ft) plus mezzanine (500 sq. ft.). Total capacity: 162 seats (first floor), 34 seats (mezzanine), 74 seats (patio).
It Will Happen to You

How ownership transition planning can help assure that the design firm you establish will survive you

By Cecilia Alers and James E. Frankel

One of us will live and design forever. So why should our design firms?

At some point in its life cycle, every design firm will confront the issues of the transition of ownership. Equally as important, design firms must learn to effectively manage the transition of leadership or the life cycle of a firm will end with its demise. A smooth transition of ownership and leadership preserves the firm’s assets and equity, ensuring the realization of the financial and professional goals of the partners in transition.

Designers may find it helpful to think about the transition process in terms of a design project which begins with a well thought through “schematic design” or “transition plan” and ends with “contract documents”—the new owners. Like most successful design projects, the key to a successful ownership and leadership transition is early planning—and not just for retirement, but for death and disability as well.

The life cycle of a design firm: What’s wrong with the next generation?

How does a design firm get started? The founding partners of a design firm are either entrepreneurs who began practicing architecture by forming their own firm, such as Laurinda Spear and Bernardo Fort Brescia of Arquitectonica International, or entrepreneurs who formed their own firm after spinning off from another firm, such as Steven Einhorn, Eric Yaffee and Andy Prescott of Einhorn Yaffee Prescott Architecture and Engineering. While the purpose of this article is to discuss the components of a successful transition of ownership, it is interesting to recognize that it is often the “unsuccessful” ownership transition that results in the birth of a new design firm.

First generation entrepreneurial firms are usually tightly managed by the founding partner(s) with “control” being the dominant management style. Finding the second generation of owners and letting go of the ownership and the leadership at the proper times in a firm’s life cycle are critical to a firm’s transition plan and a challenge for its founders. Sometimes the challenge is simply insurmountable.

What’s the problem? Second generation owners usually lack the same entrepreneurial spirit and pioneering characteristics of founders. This is one reason why the first stage of internal transition, from the first generation to the second, is most difficult—the buyers are often not cut from the same cloth as the sellers. Second generation owners are “settlers” who take less risks. Less interested in control and more interested in equality, they are reluctant to tolerate the risk which first generation entrepreneurs were forced to endure in surviving and thriving in the cyclical economic environment of the American design firm.

By the time a firm is into its third generation of owners, it has usually developed a corporate mentality and those who own the firm are neither pioneers nor settlers. They see themselves as part of an institution which began before them and will continue after them. The original survival instinct has long been extinguished.

Planning for an orderly transition will be easier if you understand where you are in the life cycle of your firm. If you are a founder, namely an entrepreneur and pioneer, accept that you will struggle with the reality of relinquishing control to those you are practicing with who are not exhibiting what you might call “ownership characteristics.” Founding partners need to understand that it is precisely because the second generation of owners, if they exist internally, are usually not risk-takers that they may provide the founders with an opportunity to implement a smooth ownership transition, protecting and purchasing their assets into retirement. Otherwise, the second generation would have left to establish their own firm!

Transition planning options: Is what’s best for you also best for your firm?

Are there many formal ways to let go? Owners of design firms generally have three basic options for transferring the ownership of firms. They are: an internal sale to people currently within the firm; an external sale through a merger or acquisition with another firm; or an employee stock ownership plan—an ESOP.

There are two other options to consider in transition planning. An internal sale to one or
more people can be combined with the lateral transitioning into the firm of one or more external partners to fill voids as needed. Founders of design firms also have the option of winding down the business and closing the doors when they want to retire. This is really a decision not to plan an orderly transfer of ownership, but it's an option nonetheless.

Let's assume you want a formal transfer. In the schematic phase of your ownership transition planning process, you will decide which option is best suited for you and your firm—internal sale, external sale, ESOP, or a combination of internal sale with one or more strategic external hires. If you wait too long to plan for transition, you may not have time to implement an internal sale or an ESOP. Your options may then be limited to an external sale at a point in time when your firm may appear to have the least value to an external purchaser because the founders, the firm’s major assets, are preparing to leave. By planning early, you will have the option to set up a mechanism which allows those already within your firm to buy your equity over a period of years.

Once you have decided which option to choose, you move into the “design development” stage of ownership transition where price is established, financing sources are identified and buyers are chosen. If you are selling internally, this means identifying who your new owners should be, what characteris-tic the next generation of owners should possess and clearly communicating performance expectations to the new owners. If you are selling externally, you need to identify merger/acquisition partners and find the most effective way to approach those partners.

Choosing an option: Who's preferable, the inside or outside buyer?

Which option should you choose? Just as you deal with a client during the schematic phase of a project, you need to identify, state and prioritize your goals during transition planning. While an internal sale is the most common form of ownership transition, the period of transition is generally longer than is found in an external sale and the price is usually lower. Moreover, shares are generally priced less for internal purchasers than they would be to an external buyer.

If you plan early enough and have sufficient in-house talent, internal transitions can be very successful for both buyers and sellers. An internal transition can be an important incentive to ambitious, talented young professionals. The time line for an internal transition is generally five to 10 years with funding coming from the firm itself, although a firm-funded plan may limit, in the authors' opinion, the commitment of the new owners. Usually partners who have secured external funding sources and are personally liable for their repayment are more focused on the success of their investment. Being at risk is generally a healthy motivator and is a condition to be encouraged.

Alternatively, if one of your goals in winding down is growth through expansion, a merger or acquisition with another firm may achieve your goals for growth and transition. Since a design firm’s most valuable assets are its people, we find that a healthy merger of firm cultures is the key element to a successful external sale. Quite simply, while financial due diligence is an important activity to undertake, the same effort must also be applied to the culture of the firm.

Researching and approaching acquisition candidates is a 12- to 24-month process which requires preparation to "package" your firm for market. We call it the "ultimate" proposal—taking your firm to market. Firms without audited financial statements will need to retain an independent accounting firm to "normalize" their financials on a accrual basis. Maintaining confidentiality is a major concern when placing your firm on the market. You should be cautioned against returning "intermediaries" or brokers who will not perform the proper due diligence inquiries on prospective buyers. Is the firm who expresses an interest in your design firm truly a prospective buyer or merely searching for information which would not normally be available?
An ESOP allows a firm to fund an internal transition by selling its shares to employees through a pension and/or profit sharing plan. ESOPs are governed by State and Federal laws. Some states, such as New York, restrict ownership rights in a design firm to licensed professionals which eliminates this option entirely. Under an ESOP, ownership in the firm may be held by many employees while management is still controlled by only a few.

Pricing your firm: A multiple of book value, gross revenue or net revenue?

The question everyone wants answered is: How much is my firm worth?

The value of your design firm is not a number which an external consultant develops after performing a series of mathematical equations. The true value of your firm is the amount the targeted purchaser is willing to pay you for it. However, the activity of packaging and taking your firm to market is the ultimate marketing activity, and needs to be well engineered by people who have the requisite skills and experience in this professional arena.

The purchase price of a firm is often defined as a multiple of book value, gross revenue or net revenue. Generally, if the purchaser(s) of your firm are found internally, you will agree upon a purchase price which is lower than would be set in an external sale. The reason for this goes back to our prior statement: The real value of your firm is what the targeted purchaser will pay you for it. If you want your buyers to come from within, you will probably need to structure an affordable purchase plan which takes the buyers’ age and financial situation into consideration.

Timing your transition: It’s probably later than you think

By the time owners reach the age of 50, they should begin the schematic design phase of ownership transition planning. A transition plan should be in place by the time owners are 55, no matter which option you choose. If you choose an internal sale or ESOP, an eight to ten year buy-out period is customary.

If you desire an external sale, you will benefit most if you plan to have the acquisition take place when you still can make and are willing to make a continuing contribution to the “new” firm. This ensures that you put your firm on the market at a time when its practice base is solid and, therefore, can command a higher price. If you wait too long, acquiring candidates may resent having to fund the transitioning owners’ retirement. Such resentment can lead to a lower purchase price.

Effecting an acquisition within a proper time frame also allows sufficient time to establish a transition of culture and leadership to the new owners before you decide to leave the firm—or not. Sometimes owners in transition find the process so successful that they continue to practice longer than anticipated, making a valuable contribution to the “new” firm. In the best of all worlds, why wouldn’t you want to help your successors? They’re your “kids,” aren’t they?

James E. Frankel, Esq., and Cecilia Abers provide ownership transition planning services to design firm clients of their Construction Industry Practice Group at the law firm of Baer Marks & Upham, LLP in New York. They distinguish their practice from others in this area by identifying and confidentially approaching merger or acquisition candidates as well as planning for successful internal transition.
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The First Name in Task Lighting is Now Your Best Choice In Ambient/Indirect Lighting

As the world’s premiere manufacturer of task lighting for more than 60 years, Luxo Corporation has now developed a range of energy-efficient, ambient/indirect lighting solutions worthy of the Luxo name. Those solutions are Lady (shown), Futura, Lightwing and Ronda - four complete lines of ambient/indirect ceiling luminaires, wall sconces, panel-top fixtures and torchieres that eliminate glare and “hot spots” from workplace environs and customer spaces. Each Luxo ambient/indirect luminaire combines high energy-efficiency and traditional Luxo quality, making it your best choice for a range of effective lighting solutions.

For detailed product literature and specifications, telephone: (914) 937-4433 FAX: (914) 937-7016 Luxo Corporation 36 Midland Avenue PO Box 951 Port Chester, NY 10573
We Interrupt This Project

No one will admit to enjoying phased interior construction, but it offers very substantial benefits for designers and clients alike

By Joan R. Ratner

Ladies and gentlemen, put on your hard hats. We’re about to enter our accounting department.

As office space requirements change and require updating, more companies are opting to renovate rather than relocate. These corporate renovation projects are frequently being built in phases, with employees doubling up temporarily or sharing swing space while one floor or section of a floor is being built at a time. The ubiquity of phased construction in the current interior construction market is due to a combination of economic considerations, changing space requirements and time pressure. According to Steven Gertz at Keiser Associates, an interior design firm, 30-40% of his firm’s corporate interiors are now being completed on a phased schedule.

Why this desire to stay put? Even in a steadily improving economic environment, companies emerging from a decade-long slump are still downsizing their facilities and generally making do with less space per employee—while looking harder at overall occupancy costs and considering phasing as a means of economizing. In many cases phased construction involves the re-engineering of existing facilities for more efficient use of space and recapturing underutilized space.

The recent recovery of the real estate market is another contributing factor in the trend towards phased construction. Lack of new construction and rising demand has led to tougher competition for prime office space at affordable rents, so organizations must act quickly if they do choose to relocate. When a company wants to move on a fast-track schedule, construction must often be phased because there is insufficient time to complete a project prior to occupancy.

Sometimes designer and client can use phasing to work out custom details before embarking on a large project. Carl Lewis of Fox & Fowle Architects cites a project in which his firm created a 10,000-sq. ft. mock-up area to perfect the details on extrusions for custom office partitions and lighting fixtures before proceeding with a full 220,000-sq. ft. renovation. The most important factor in deciding to phase a project, however, is site availability.

Impact on scheduling: Why you move each occupant carefully and only once

Once the client decides to proceed with an interior construction project in phases, the project team will find meticulous planning and scheduling essential to ensuring a successful outcome. Jeff Tobin of Mancini Duffy, an interior architecture firm, warns that phased construction requires precision timing in which every aspect is well-choreographed to avoid down time. For example, electrical power, sprinklers and air conditioning must be provided to all parts of the space without interruption.

If employees must be temporarily displaced during a renovation, they should be moved back into completed space as quickly as possible. Good supervision is also essential in keeping tempers calm during a potentially stressful period to maintain the client’s full cooperation. The needs of displaced employees should also be carefully considered. As Tobin cautions, patience wanes quickly when the client’s people think the project team doesn’t know what it’s doing—and it is difficult to restore their confidence once they are upset.

Where do you find temporary or swing space for phased construction? Doubling-up employees or dispersing them in other locations are two common possibilities. Occasionally a landlord can provide vacant space on a temporary basis. A cardinal rule for planning phased construction among interior architects is that each individual employee should only have to move once.

Work should be sequenced so that a substantial chunk of space is completed in each phase or subproject. Carl Lewis suggests that construction should be completed one floor at a time. If a floor must be divided, disruption to operations should be carefully mitigated with temporary partitions and alternative access to such essential services as elevators and restrooms.

How to begin? Generally, alterations to overall building systems such as machine...
WAS YOUR COMPANY FEATURED IN A RECENT ISSUE?

IS THERE AN EDITORIAL FEATURE YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES, CLIENTS OR PROSPECTS?

IF SO, WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO PASS THE MESSAGE ALONG. ORDER ECONOMICAL REPRINTS TODAY.

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL FULL-COLOR, OR BLACK & WHITE, REPRINTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ANY ISSUE OF CONTRACT DESIGN.

FOR A FREE PRICE QUOTE, CONTACT VICKI BREWSTER, REPRINTS MANAGER AT 516-365-2646 OR VINCE HABICK, PRODUCTION MANAGER AT 415-905-2454.

PRISMATIQUE

Troy multi-leg table system.

When you have legs that look like this, can you blame us for wanting to show more?

A successful business requires a solid foundation, a sense of permanence, and the appearance of standing for something. Whatever the business, the Troy can give it legs.

To learn more about this and other innovative products or to receive a detailed brochure contact:

PRISMATIQUE Designs Ltd.,
65 Davenport Road, Toronto,
Canada M5R 1J9.
tel: (416) 961-7333 Fax: (416) 925-3295
internet: www.prismatique.com
mail: tables@linkkx.com
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Impact on design and construction: How to compensate for disruption

While phased construction greatly affects the planning of a facility, it usually has less impact on design. Steve Gertz first designs the space as if it were unoccupied and then compares his ideal design with the existing facility and works with the client to decide on which elements will be reused. Carl Lewis points out that phased projects generate more drawings—namely phasing diagrams to indicate temporary corridors for egress and other life safety systems—than other projects. However, differences in the visual results between a phased project and a standard one are negligible.

For the construction manager or general contractor, completing phased interior construction poses a unique set of scheduling and logistical challenges. According to Bill McGrath, director of project management for Morse Diesel Interiors, a phased project resembles a series of smaller projects in succession. A hidden benefit derived from this method is a kind of learning-curve effect.

Here's how it works. Rather than assemble a large construction crew to complete the entire job at once, a small team builds the same or similar details repeatedly. The construction team becomes more proficient as it moves through the building, and the designer has an opportunity to fine tune details and correct problems. But the team should remember that since an important factor in keeping construction costs down on a phased project is avoiding half days of labor, subcontractors' work should be scheduled in large enough chunks to minimize the number of return-site visits.

Although phasing will extend the time period for construction by about 10-20%, disruption of existing operations can be minimized by aggressive site supervision. According to Steven Jacobson of Jacobson Shinoda Architects, the overall savings in net occupancy costs more than outweigh the inconveniences associated with phased construction. Also, without having to pay rent for old or temporary space while their new offices are under construction, owners are frequently willing to put up with such extra expenses as overtime charges for completing noise- and dust-intensive activities after hours or on weekends. Eliminating the agony of a corporate move is another compelling factor in choosing to phase a project within the existing facility.

Will circumstances favor phased construction over the long term? Even with an improved economic outlook, businesses are proceeding cautiously with office expansion. Landlords, still eager to hold onto their tenants, are supporting them by offering empty floors in their buildings as swing space during renovations. Such a mutually beneficial accommodation is a boon for companies experimenting with new concepts of alternative office and hoteling, as they rethink their requirements rather than rush into expanded quarters. For now, phased construction seems to be a very viable option for organizations and their project teams alike—absorbing the future in bite-sized pieces.

Joan R. Ratner is director of business development for Morse Diesel Interiors at Morse Diesel International, Inc. Morse Diesel, founded in New York City in 1936, provides construction management, general contracting, design/build and consulting services throughout the United States, operating from 10 offices nationwide.
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ADJUSTABLE FIXTURE COMPANY

Beauty, durability, and economy are yours with Nightingale's new Brass 'n Color Wall Lamp. You've been looking for something in over-bed lighting that's not only attractive in design but also has maintenance-free construction that only Nightingale can give you...our five-year warranty tells it all!
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AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY

Multiple environments? No problem with Geometricx - the go anywhere, anytime, multi-purpose table system. Bring Geometricx to work, to class, or take it home. Set it up for conferencing, training, or hoteling. Interchangeable shapes and sizes easily connect, disconnect, and reconnect to adapt to task and workforce changes. Geometricx also links you electronically with its power sphere. See Geometricx at InterPlan. American Seating. (800) 748-0268.
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ARCHIBUS, INC.

This companion guide to ScreenCam™ demonstration ARCHIBUS/FM 10 helps you discover how easy it is to access accurate up-to-date information about your facilities—information that will enable managers throughout your organization to make better business decisions. Go with the FM Industry Standard—ARCHIBUS/FM.
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ARTSOURCE BPI INC.

America's #1 source for framed decorative artwork, presents their 1996 Sampler catalog, showcasing best-selling images in contemporary, transitional & traditional styles. Corporate, hospitality, healthcare & residential applications. Customized matboard/frame selections. On-site consultation for larger projects. GSA Contract GS-03F-5048C. Distributor for 20 poster lines for one-stop shopping. Or order our full-line Master Catalog for only $30, illustrating 1000 prints! Call (800) 553-0081.
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ALLYN BANK EQUIPMENT CO.

Designed primarily for customer service areas, the newest addition to the Allyn proof Pen family is the CONTOUR Model 105. Its sleek, stylish base has edges to grasp making unauthorized removal virtually impossible. The CONTOUR Model 105, available in nine standard finishes, is a full-pen at a compact price. Write for descriptive brochure and price list or call (800) 328-7483.
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ARTSOURCE BPI INC.

Winner of a Best of Neocon 96 Silver Award, Arcadia brings a new level of creative freedom to the specification of occasional tables. The Melange series is a collection of table tops, disc shapes and leg shapes that can be combined in a variety of ways for tremendous aesthetic flexibility. Four tops, two disc shapes, two leg shapes and a wide range of size and finish choices add up to more than two million possibilities, from transitional to contemporary to post modern industrial.
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BPI INC.

Echelon: a new level in affordable systems furniture. Overhead storage cabinets and cantilever-supported work faces are height adjustable. Racetrack keep electrical and data cables separate. Universal panel connectors simplify hardware specifications and assembly.
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APC0 USA

As a leader in the sign industry for 45 years, APC0 offers the expertise required to meet a broad range of wayfinding identification needs. The company's commitment to excellence and product innovation has yielded a diverse product offering including interior and exterior signs, directories, displays, directories, ADA compliant signs, and desktop signmaking software. To request a free color brochure call (404) 688-9000.
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**BOSTON COLLECTION**

The Boston Collection is a complete art resource for over 10 years. Our new catalog offers over 500 images and 2,000 frames to select from. All work is custom to suit specific needs for healthcare, corporate and hospitality projects. We are approved GS-03F-5060C and can offer installation services throughout United States. Call (800) 303-5278.

**WATER ALERT**

This catalog describes complete line of Water Alert detectors and associated annunciators. Detectors provide early warning of leakage below computer room raised floors and in unattended or inaccessible areas. It can be used in any situation where undetected leakage can cause damage, operations shutdown, or time consuming cleanup. Dorlen Products, 6615 W Layton Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53220, (414) 282-4840, Fax: (414) 282-5670.

**BRETFORD**

Bretford Manufacturing has established itself as the expert in training and presentation furniture. The Presentation Environments furniture line incorporates all of the essential elements involved in a presentation setting and ties them together with common design features and finishes. The foundation of the line, the TransTable, was the winner of the "Best of Show" award at NeoCon 1996. The Pocket Guide to Training will help you through the process of creating the perfect environment for your presentation requirements.

**EUROTTEX**

Tretford Wall Carpet by Eurotex provides a durable, protective finish for vertical surfaces. It cushions impacts and muffles sound. Fusion bonded construction allows cuts in any direction without unraveling. Concentric ribbed texture creates disciplined, architectural backgrounds. All 37 colors in stock. Rolls and cuts shipped within 24 hours. For specifications and samples call (800) 523-0731.

**CONRAD**

Over 50 handwoven roman fold window coverings of natural grasses, reeds and fibers. CONRAD shades are naturally translucent, filtering sunlight while preserving outside views. Options for additional sun control and privacy are available, as well as motorization, and commercial flame retardancy treatment. 575 Tenth Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, (415) 626-3303.

**FLEX-Y-PLAN**

Custom fit your monitor, keyboard, mouse and reference documents with Flex-Y-Plan furniture and ergonomic products. Mechanical height and tilt controls adjust quickly and easily for effortless position changes throughout the day. For a free ergonomic spec sheet, call (800) 458-0552.

**CHARLESTON INDUSTRIES, INC.**

Charleston Industries, Inc. manufactures a complete line of architectural signage, featuring a unique changeable word bar system that allows facility managers to change tenant identification with a minimum of maintenance. Graphics, custom color matching and logo matching are available at low cost. Please call (800) 722-0209 for assistance.

**THE GAGE CORP.**

The Gage Corp. has developed a stunning collection of architectural ceiling and wall surfacing. Proprietary finishing capabilities and leading edge manufacturing technology provide extensive design options. Collaborative custom designs are encouraged. We welcome your inquiries and sample requests.
HAMILTON SORTER

Mailcenter and communications furniture design guide from Hamilton Sorter includes survey forms, workflow analysis, sample configurations, specifications guide, case studies and design/layout templates to assist in planning and designing everything from a satellite mail-drop or message station to a corporate communications center.
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HORTON AUTOMATICS

Horton Automatics EasyAccess Series 7000 and Series 4000 LE Automatic Swing Door Operators make complying with Americans With Disabilities Act "Easy" and "Accomplishable". These automatic swing door operators can be installed to most existing doors and require no structural modifications. Installation of either operator to most ordinary doors helps create an affordably-priced, barrier-free entrance. Contact Horton Automatics, 4242 Baldwin, Corpus Christi, TX 78405, or call: (800) 531-3111.
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HUFIFOR

Hufcor, the leading manufacturer of operable portable and accordion partitions, offers “Space to Create”, a 12-page full-color publication created as an ideal resource book for architects, designers, and construction specifiers using operable partitions. Specific case studies, accompanied by color photos, include boardrooms, dining rooms, and training facilities.
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INNOVATIVE OFFICE PRODUCTS

Innovative Office Products, a leader in space-saving ergonomic computer furniture and accessories, presents its catalog of computer monitor arms, CPU floor stands, keyboard drawers, and other computer-related office products. This catalog features quality European-and American-designed products that maximize desk space efficiency, worker productivity, and office floor space usage.
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KROY

Think all ADA signs are ugly? Think again. Kroy offers compliant signs that communicate with spectators style. Choose an affordable off-the-shelf solution or allow us to create your custom look. Either way you'll receive carefully designed, quality-crafted signage that is easily updated. Call (973) 5769 for free literature.
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KWIF-FILF

Put clutter in its place. Organize for literature, binders, and other items. Kwik-File Forms/Storage cabinet, endless variety of interchangeable configurations are offered; shelves adjust on 1/2-inch vertical increments providing maximum flexibility, cabinet height is 65 inches or 80 inches; width is 36 inches or 42 inches. The cabinets are available with or without doors, are made with all-welded steel construction. Call (800) 368-1057.

Circle No. 201

KWIF-FILF

Don't let the mail center become a forgotten space in your building or project. Kwik-File can help improve mailroom efficiency and save space with sorters that offer more pockets in less space. If you are planning a mail center, order our brochure, then ask about our free planning service. Call (800) 368-1057.

Circle No. 202

LANDSCAPE FORMS

The Manistee picnic table offers contemporary design for active spaces. Three sizes are offered; all wheelchair accessible from either end. Manistee features all-metal construction to provide years of use with minimal maintenance. Surf mount tabs may be specified for additional security. The polyester powder coat finish resists rust peeling, fading and chipping.

Circle No. 203
LAWRENCE METAL PRODUCTS, INC.

Nothing compares to the beautifully efficient crowd-control products in this 64-page catalog. Portable post and ropes, utility and decorative rail systems, sign stands, planters, sand urns, sneeze guards, turnstiles, glass racks, brass and chrome components, and more. Hundreds of stock items and custom fabrications from the crowd-control specialists since 1881. (800) 666-0902, Fax: (516) 666-0336.

Circle No. 204

LUNDIA

High-Density Mobile Storage

Lundia's New Fullspace catalog shows how their mobile storage systems can offer tremendous amounts of storage capacity in a smaller amount of space. You can store more in a small area—and the space you gain will accommodate increased storage needs for new records, files, supplies, equipment and even personnel. (800) 726-9663.

Circle No. 205

MANNINGTON

Mannington Commercial offers the trade one source for all vinyl flooring needs—vinyl composition tile, homogeneous sheet vinyl, patterned sheet vinyl and these three complementary inlaid sheet vinyl collections; Inspired Fields®, Fine Fields® and Random Fields®. All inlaid sheet vinyl collections feature an extra thick wearlayer and a lower-gloss, stain-resistant topcoat. Call (800) 241-2262.

Circle No. 206

MAYLINE COMPANY

For more than 50 years, Mayline had been a leader in developing technical desking solutions. From our VariTask® Adjustable Workstations to our Maytrix® LAN management systems, Mayline has the right computer support and filing system for any need. Contact Mayline Customer Service for details at (800) 822-8237, or visit our website at http://www.mayline.com.

Circle No. 207

MUSSON RUBBER CO.

Designed for Safety Brochure details our complete selection of quality entrance matting. Musson has the experience to guide, the ability to customize, and the facilities to produce surface or recess entrance mats that meet your specific needs. Sample products are made of rubber, vinyl and olefin carpet-like fibers. Others include fluff cord and traffic entry tiles, aluminum/vinyl roll-up mats and aluminum mat frames. To request copies, contact Bob Segers. Musson Rubber Co. P.O. Box 7038, Akron, OH 44306. (800) 321-2381, Fax: (330) 773-3254.

Circle No. 208

NEVERS INDUSTRIES, INC.

Nevers has a product portfolio that can enhance every meeting need. Each component focuses on function without compromising design or quality. When you arrange these components, they allow you to increase in productivity of people, meetings and spaces. Nevers calls this concept The Complete Meeting Room. Call (800) 242-2443.

Circle No. 209

ON THE LEVEL INC.

SureLock positive-locking table latch securely locks conference, training or dining tables together—and keeps them flush until locks are released. SureLocks create a flat surface across two or more square-edged table tops—temporarily or permanently. SureLocks activate in seconds and are concealed under the table when not in use.

Circle No. 210

THE ORIGINAL CAST LIGHTING INC.

The strong sleek lines set the Vector series apart from all the rest. The Vector can only be defined by its magnitude and direction. Fixtures sport a new smooth acrylic cone in a variety of materials. The series is available in a variety of diameters, metal finishes and lamping. The Original Cast Lighting Inc., 6120 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis MO 63112 (314) 863-1895, Fax: (314) 863-3278.

Circle No. 211
**PEERLESS INDUSTRIES, INC.**

The new TV wall mounts from Peerless Industries feature dual swivel points, adjustable forward tilt, heavy steel construction and scratch-resistant black or white epoxy finish. Available in three sizes to accommodate 13-inch to 27-inch TV sets, the mounts may be used with an optional VCR bracket. Peerless also offers a full line of stylish space-saving mounts, stands and accessories for installing audio/video equipment in the home or office.

Circle No. 212

**SM AUTOMATIC PRODUCTS**

Specify the ease, convenience and prestige of motorized window coverings. Automatic is the source for the finest brand name, quality motors and controls. Complete design support and fabrication services for motorized draperies and vertical blinds, shades and vertical systems for retailers, contractors, residential architects and designers. Exclusively source for Kirsch direct drive motorized Architrac with new SMA Ripplefolding Roller Carriers. SM Automatic, 101 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232. (800) 533-3040 Fax: (310) 559-9764.

Circle No. 217

**PLAYSCAPES**

Playscapes Children's Environmental Products catalog features innovative products designed to make healthcare and other commercial facilities more child friendly. Wall-mounted activities, playhouses, activity islands and furniture meet the demands of today's competitive marketplace for safety, durability and visual impact. Playscapes has been the leading resource for children's commercial environments since 1979.

Circle No. 214

**SAUER MFG. CO.**

The Laurelwood Motion Chair epitomizes the sincerity and practicality for which Sauder healthcare seating is known. Its smooth, broad plastic armrests offer ample support, while the rocker base provides relaxing and therapeutic motion. For more information, contact Sauder Manufacturing Co., 930 W. Barre Road, Archbold, OH 43502-0230, (800) 537-1530, Fax (419) 446-3697.

Circle No. 215

**SCANIA**

Scania® Library Shelving
Planning a new library? Well, there are smart reasons for choosing Scania. The new Alta™ shelving system is utmost in versatility! Attractive, striking, Alta combines modern design and sturdy qualities to last for years and years. Call (800) 372-2642 for shelving and furniture catalog.

Circle No. 216

**SPRINGS WINDOW FASHIONS**

Catalog includes manufacturers of Graber and Nanik commercial window treatments. Products include Bali horizontal blinds and pleated shades, Graber vertical blinds, drapery hardware, cellular and pleated shades, Nanik Between-the-Glass horizontal blinds and Optix horizontal and vertical blinds. Call SpecFax service (800) 327-9798 for free copies of specifications or answers to technical questions.

Circle No. 218

**SUMIGLASS**

Sumiglass is a designer series of laminated safety glass. Print films, decorative papers and stunning fabrics can be laminated between glass to create a balance between light emission and privacy. Choose from a variety of standard patterns or create your own personal design. Custom sized to your specifications.

Circle No. 219
TECH LIGHTING

Tech Lighting is pleased to present the new state of the art in low-voltage halogen lighting systems. Our new catalog offers four elegant, versatile systems: airy, linear Kable Lite; shapely, hand-bendable RadiusWire; structural TwinRail; and sleek, hand-bendable MonoRail. All are UL or ETL and CSA listed. Tech Lighting: Elegant Alternatives to Track Lighting.

Circle No. 220

TECHLINE

Techline architectural casework, modular office components and furniture were conceived by architects for healthcare and business facilities. A product of Marshall Erdman & Associates, leading nationwide designer and builder of over 2,500 outpatient healthcare facilities, techline's function and durability have been proven by over 30 years of performance. Call (800) 356-8400 for area studio or Auto-Cad symbols library disk.

Circle No. 221

WALKER DISPLAY INC.

The No-More-Holes answer to picture hanging is simply simple! Just slide your ceiling tile up and hook the ttxl sleeve on the wall angle of the ceiling grid. Then hang your picture, and you're done! It's that simple. Call or write for your FREE complete catalog. Walker Display, P.O. Box 16955, Duluth, MN 55816, (800) 234-7614.

Circle No. 222

WATERLOO FURNITURE COMPONENTS

Waterloo Furniture components is pleased to announce the introduction of our new ergonomic products brochure. This brochure includes all of our ergonomic products such as key board arms and trays, palm rests, height adjustable workstations, swinglift mechanisms, CPU holders and our monitor lifts.

Circle No. 223

TSAO DESIGN

The G-6 Collection of geometrically designed wall sconces features sand etched glass diffusers, each in a different shape: round, square or rectangular. A black metal band acts as a baffle to reduce glare while still providing a soft diffused light spread. All models are ADA compliant, U.L. approved and available in either incandescent or energy saving PL type bulbs. TSAO Designs Inc. 31 Grove St. New Canaan CT. 06840 (203) 966-9550, Fax: (203) 966-2355.

Circle No. 224

VIRCO FURNITURE CATALOG

Virco's new furniture catalog features a selection of mobile tables, mobile cabinets, and training room furniture. Includes patented folding tables, stack chairs, folding chairs, office furniture, and a large variety of hospitality furniture. For a free copy, call (800) 448-4726, ext. 209.

Circle No. 225

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING • CONTRACT DESIGN • FACILITIES DESIGN & MANAGEMENT

Philip Johnson? I.M. Pei? Frank Gehry? To the dismay of architects and interior designers, most Americans are spectacularly ignorant of the living successors to Frank Lloyd Wright. Yet even the design community is not above exercising its selective memory, obsessed as it is with the so-called star system here and abroad. Proof is at hand in Togo Murano: Master Architect of Japan, a handsome monograph by Botond Bognar, professor of architecture at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, about one of the most distinguished Japanese 20th century architects.

Why has the West lavished attention on such Japanese architects as Kenzo Tange, Arata Isozaki, Fumihiko Maki, Tadao Ando, Toyo Ito, Itsuko Hasegawa and Shin Takamatsu while ignoring Togo Murano (1891-1983)? The author ventures that whereas the architects admired by the West have practiced a self-conscious and progressive Modernism, Murano’s practice was a more traditional one whose goal was “perfecting the existing paradigms of architecture.” The unmistakably romantic beauty of his buildings never challenged the West’s own image of architecture.

This thoughtful appraisal of Murano’s oeuvre shows how his preference for craftsmanship over theorizing resulted in buildings of considerable grace and aesthetic range without projecting a personal, “signature” style. There were many formidable masterpieces in the 66-year career of the Waseda University graduate, including the Sogo Department Store (1936) and New Kabuki Theater (1958) in Osaka, World Peace Memorial Cathedral (1953) in Hiroshima, Nissel Theater (1963) and Nadaman Teahouse of the New Otani Hotel (1976) in Tokyo and the Takarazuka Catholic Church (1966) in Takarazuka. In any assignment, however, the client always came first. Admitted Murano: “I generally work in this order: first ask the client what he wants and what he likes and then ask him to leave the rest up to me.”

Nurturing good relationships among the members of the building team is indispensable for the profession in the late 1990s. In this sense, Murano could be described as having been ahead of his time. But he probably wouldn’t have been impressed by the notion. Not to worry. Togo Murano’s architecture speaks eloquently for itself.


As esteemed art historian Vincent Scully has observed, the early architecture of colonial America reproduced what immigrants could recall from their mother countries given the scarce materials, limited skills and precious time they could devote to creating shelter. The results were often recognizably ethnic yet utterly pragmatic—not unlike a midnight raid on the refrigerator. David Larkin, editor and book designer, has produced a beautiful portfolio of historic rural architecture in The Essential Book of Rural America: Down-to-Earth Buildings, where he displays and explains the origins of covered bridges, barns, stone walls and houses across the nation. In these structures of wood, stone, adobe and other humble materials, the cross-pollination of Old World cultures that would be so uniquely American can already be glimpsed. For architects and interior designers trying to find their own voices in a confusing era, such revelations could seem like a welcome home. ·

Anyone who specifies a table without SUPERLEVEL™s must think the world is flat.

Why put your reputation on shaky ground?
Patented SUPERLEVEL™ table glides instantly adjust to uneven floors every time a table is moved. SUPERLEVEL™ self-adjusting glides are inexpensive, easy to retrofit and guaranteed to keep your tables wobble-free without damaging floors.

For details and 4 FREE GLIDES*, call 800-4-GLIDES (445-4337) or circle our number on the reader card.

SUPERLEVEL™
The best anti-wobble glides ever to grace a table.

Circle No. 19 on reader service card

Circle No. 20 on reader service card

MARCH 1997
Library Furniture

Creation Manager for product development, innovation, design, materials, form & function. Experience in wood/veneer construction: good; knowledge of other materials: great. "Furniture for excellence in education since 1959". Resume to: Dave Gaskins • 3508 E. 1st St., Austin, TX 78762

PROJECT MANAGER

Challenging oppy for individual/wiringstron furniture systems experience, field verification, and acct maintenance skills to work for NYC contract furniture dealership in a beautiful showroom environment. Jr. & Sr. positions avail. Full benefits. Rate salary reqmts. Fax resume: 212-387-7765.

TAKE A BREAK...

and let the classifieds work for you!

Call Lee Dunn today at:
800-688-7318, x7893

Classifieds Get Results!

REPS WANTED

INDEPENDENT

ARCHITECTURAL SALES REP

Manufacturer of multicolor coatings, seeks established A&D reps with experience in specifying decorative finishes through interior designers, specifiers and end-users. Fax resume or call:
Lisa Evans
Multicolor Specialties, Inc.
800-536-5456 • Fax: 708-656-5055

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Sales representatives wanted to sell high quality custom design lighting and general high quality lighting line. Experience on calls to architects, contractors, and designers. Fax or mail your resume to: New Metal Crafts, Inc., 812 N. Wells St., Chicago, IL 60610, Fax: 312-787-8692

OFFICE PARTITIONS and SYSTEMS FURNITURE

Highly adaptable panel systems
✓ Floor-to-ceiling panels
✓ Stackable panels
✓ Multi-level raceways
✓ In-house design service
✓ Rapid order turnaround
✓ Excellent commission structure

Needed: experienced, aggressive reps
- Florida
- New England
- Pennsylvania
- Ohio Valley

Contact: Mr. Sherman 800/733-6633

Place Your Next "Reps Wanted" Ad in Contract Design.
Contact Lee Dunn at:
800-688-7318, x7893

For Manufacturers who want to...

Hire the Best Rep Groups

The Industry's only reference book of Independent Manufacturers Representatives.

Indexed by:
1. Territory
2. Types of Products Represented
3. Manufacturers

Published Annually

To order, send check or money order for $395.00 to:
V-Group Inc.
P.O.Box 261
New York, NY 10023

Residents of New York State must include applicable Sales Tax.

Also available on diskette

For a Free Brochure call 212.595.3811 or Fax 212.595.9103

Contract Design Makes It Easy To Place an Ad In The Classifieds...

Use Our Fax To Place Your Ad:
972-419-7900
HELP WANTED

Partnering with manufacturers and dealers for over eleven years to recruit salespeople, independent reps, product manager and CEO's for the furniture and textile industries.

The Viscusi Group, Inc.
212-595-3811 Fax 212-595-9103
P.O. Box 261 • New York, NY 10023

HIRE THE BEST

Since 1973, we have IDENTIFIED, RECRUITED and PLACED top sales, sales management and marketing professionals nationally for quality clients where they are recognized, developed and rewarded.

If you feel you or your company may qualify, please contact:

Sales Recruiters®
Sales Recruiters International, LTD
60 White Plains Rd, 5th Floor
Tarrytown, NY 10591
914/631-0090 Fax 914/631-1089

To advertise in the classifieds of Contract Design, Contact
Lee Dunn at:
800-688-7318, x7893

TRACK & RECESS LIGHTING

LIGHTOLIER

See what good lighting is all about with our full line of Lightolier track, recessed, decorative, florrescents, and controls. As seen on the Designing with Light™ Television Show.

LITHTING BY GREGORY
Ph: 212-226-1276 or 800-796-1965

PRODUCTS FOR SALE

$6.99 CARPET
30 Oz. Nylon Room Prints
The Call is Free, and So Are The Samples.
1-800-424-6733
CARRINGTON CARPET INDUSTRIES, INC.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

RACK-MAGIC
Storage/Display Wood Units
• Multi-functional/Locational •
Many sizes, Styles, Species
For more information,
fax: 800-388-5068
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**A RESOURCE OF INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!**

To Receive Free Information from advertisers in CONTRACT DESIGN, simply use the enclosed Reader Service Card at the back of this issue.

**Affordable Elegance in Outdoor Living**

A unique collection of beautiful and versatile outdoor furniture carefully chosen to fit a variety of applications including parks, shopping malls, streetscapes, restaurants, hotels and private homes. Durability and affordability. For more information and a price list please call us at...

1-800-783-5434

WINDSOR DESIGNS
475 Grant Street • Phoenixville, PA 19460
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West Coast whirl

Judy Snow Caruthers

It's "shoeless cobbler syndrome," and Judy Snow Caruthers, director of interior architecture at Stone Marracini Patterson's (SMP) Santa Monica office, suffers from it. An architect with 18 years experience, Snow Caruthers has served such clients as Walt Disney, American DreamWorks, Amgen and Bank of America, but has yet to create her own abode. No big deal, though. As Snow Caruthers reveals, "I've never considered doing anything else."

The daughter of architects, Snow Caruthers grew up in San Diego and graduated from the University of Washington. Back in California, she served as a vice president of Gensler before going to SMP. A supporter of local arts, Snow Caruthers has donated spare time to the Venice Art Walk—an annual benefit of the Venice Family Clinic—for the past seven years. "It's an art auction where artists open their studios to the community," says Snow Caruthers, "and the benefits go to the homeless." Santa Monica is known as "the home of the homeless," so the cause is more than killing spare time.

Handling SMP's full plate, it's a wonder Snow Caruthers has spare time to get married, but she recently did. "We went to Las Vegas," she laughingly admits, "a Disneyland for adults." Playing is important, and Snow Caruthers seems able to mix the right amounts of work and play. In fact, when Contract Design caught up with her, she was going up the California Coast. "That's why I love what I do," she says. "It lets me do other things I love, like cook, ski and travel." Here's one shoeless cobbler who can sprint or waltz barefoot.

Old hickory

Earl Swensson

When Earl Swensson, FAIA started an architecture firm in his native Nashville in 1961 at age 30, Tennessee was not exactly a design mecca. "I knew I was foolish to come back," he admits. "There was nothing going on here." Yet he saw an opportunity to have "whatever kind of practice I wanted." Not one to falter in his belief in himself, Swensson went on to build one of the South's most respected firms, based on his own passions about architecture.

Today Earl Swensson Associates (ESA) has 136 employees and counts such diverse projects as Bell South Tennessee Headquaters, Centennial Medical Center, Wildhorse Saloon and the Opryland Hotel, all in Nashville, to its credit. ESA projects worldwide always consider the psychology of space. "Architecture misses the boat when it becomes fascinated with geometry instead of people," Swensson emphasizes.

Meeting Frank Lloyd Wright and Buckminster Fuller in 1951 did as much to fuel Swensson's passion for design as his study at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, a teaching fellowship at U. of Illinois and work at Perkins & Will in Chicago. "Architecture is about changing lives, not putting brick on brick," he says. He's now developing a master plan for downtown Nashville to help improve the lives of his fellow citizens.

Off hours, sketching cathedrals enhances Swensson's own life. Chartres is his favorite. "It shows thousands of architectural signatures and still holds together," he says. Still, if one man can make a difference, it's Earl Swensson in Nashville.

Anything but average

Jhane Barnes

Jhane Barnes thinks it's funny her high school teachers dissuaded her from becoming an astrophysicist because she was "an average mathematician who could only be an average scientist." Why? Because Barnes's new Collins & Alkman line—carpet tiles that match no matter how they are rotated—is based on the mathematics of computer design software that programmers have been writing for her.

Head of her own design studio for the last 20 years, Barnes has been busy creating award-winning textiles for the fashion industry and contract interiors through Knoll. Then Bernhardt asked her to design furniture two years ago, and she was surprised by the software for furniture design. "Designing clothes is not that far from designing furniture," she explains. "Even the software is similar." What was it like creating a sofa and table for Bernhardt? "Bernhardt was impressed and I was shocked," says Barnes modestly. For NeoCon '97, she has produced designs for Knoll and Bernhardt.

Barnes lives in New York's Westchester County with her husband, Katsuhiro Kawasaki, and their two dogs. When not designing, she devours metaphysical books. "I am interested in the mind/body connection and how to control time and extend it," says Barnes. "My most exciting moments are when I think of a new idea. It's even more exciting than being on vacation." Don't tell her high school teachers, but astrophysics could be a snap now for an "average mathematician" named Jhane.